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Infinite.

The ultimate in classic modernity,
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flush fronts and minimalist fittings.
This is a contemporary, high quality
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From the President

Future Directions
Once again this has been a quarter of

Architecture was needed, to see some of

being reviewed and the revised draft will

conflicting experiences and it has seen both

the shortlisted projects featured on Channel

incorporate this, together with the results of

the end of an era and the beginnings of

4 as part of the RIBA House of the Year

the survey I refer to below.

what will hopefully be a vibrant time for the

Awards” was excellent and is testament to

Incorporation.

the commitment of our members to deliver

give a talk on the “RIAS - what is it?”. The

projects that demonstrate what is possible

response to the presentation has been

when we engage with clients with vision.

positive and elements of the talk are worth

It was a joy and an honour to chair the
panel judging the RIAS Andrew Doolan Best
Building in Scotland Award. Travelling the

At a Special Council Meeting in

length and breadth of Scotland, visiting urban

November, Council agreed to the request

and rural projects, all of which were positive

of the Secretary and Treasurer to leave

contributions to our built environment, was

his employment. The RIAS has grown and

very rewarding.

prospered over the period of Neil Baxter’s

It is a challenge judging a variety of

I have been asked by two Chapters to

repeating here.
•

The RIAS is a member-led organisation of
just over 5200 members.

•

Council and the committees of the
Incorporation are all manned by

time.

differing projects, all already winners of RIAS

There is some unfortunate and ill-

members volunteering their time and

Awards. The panel was however unanimous

informed comment in the media regarding

energy. Currently some 88 members

in its conclusion that Richard Murphy

this development. A new CEO will be

contribute this way.

Architects’ Dunfermline project should be

recruited shortly taking cognisance of the

the winner. It was also good to see several

developments in the governance of the

RIAS’ functioning. Members participating

RIAS Award-winning projects featured in

Incorporation.

at Chapter level allows their interests and

the nominations and winners at the National

•

Chapter involvement is at the core of the

aspirations for the RIAS to be fed into

We are now looking to go forward as a

Planning Awards ceremony which was held

refreshed organisation with work continuing

committees and Council by the Chapter

on the evening after the Doolan Award

on our review of our governance and the

representatives. Unfortunately, not all

ceremony. Many thanks to the architects

ongoing development of our 5-year Strategy

places available on Council are taken up

and their clients who took the time to visit

document 2018/2023. Chapters and individual

by Chapters.

the shortlisted projects with us. If further

members have been responding to Council’s

evidence of the quality of current Scottish

request to comment. The feedback is

8

•

12 places on Council are available to
Nationally Elected representatives.

© Malcolm Cochrane
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•

Usually on a rotational basis, four places

coupled with modernisation of our internal

are required to ensure delivery of the

are available for members to stand for

governance we intend to seek the views of all

membership’s needs together with secure

election each year. There is not always

members by way of a survey. A document will

governance of the Incorporation is needed.

enough interest from members to have a

be issued in the New Year seeking members’

competition for these places. Last spring’s

views and comments. Hopefully the results

RIAS, please contribute and make your voice

election only attracted votes from 1.5% of

of this interaction can be developed by

heard in the process of modernisation.

the membership.

each Chapter and the results reflected

Council consists of 48 members of whom

in an Incorporation, fit and ready to take

views into the Incorporation in a structured

42 are elected volunteers.

the profession of architecture in Scotland

and measured way.

This is an exciting and critical time for the

Support your local Chapter and feed your

forward. Your contribution to this process is
Four Nationally Elected places are about

vital if we are to fully reflect the aspirations

to be balloted in the spring. Please put

of the membership in an inclusive, focussed

yourself forward for election if you want to

professional organisation which can continue

contribute to the ongoing movement for

to support our membership.

change within the Incorporation.
A small number of members have

A significant requirement we have
is to update the committee structure of

chosen to raise concerns they have with the

the Incorporation and reflect the current

Incorporation in the media. I have received

requirements of charity guidance and

correspondence from this group and offered

legislation. We need to formalise the

to meet with them to discuss their concerns.

methodology for committee membership,

Debates in the press and social media about

remits together with selection and tenure of

architecture should be positive and focus on

chair persons.

the excellent work being done by members.
As part of the on-going debate within

We previously had a number of
committees which have now disappeared.

the Incorporation as to how to tailor the

Perhaps some re-establishment of these or at

aims and aspirations of the membership

the very least a review of which committees

Stewart Henderson PRIAS
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell frias

70 years ago
RIAS Congress
1947

Good Architecture is elusive. Values change,

How right you were, too, in seeking for a

for their areas. In the past, the Planning

tastes oscillate, opinions cost nothing and are

theme for this Congress to choose “Scotland

System has been negative in its approach,

often very freely given. The complexities and

Tomorrow”. For in 1947 we have again

aiming rather at the prevention of bad

politics of designing new built environments

reached the crossroads. The decisions taken

development than the encouragement of

ensure only diversity of opinions and a febrile

at this time will be as important in their

good development.

lack of consensus. Yet RIAS archives show

long-term effects as were those taken in the

the effort and sincerity invested by architects

middle of the 18th century, which transformed

planning Act is that for the first time a

through the decades in trying to accommodate

Scotland from a largely agricultural country to

system of grants from the Exchequer to

and predict the way forward.

one of the great iron foundries of the world.

local authorities in their planning work is

Survivors of WWII returning to

The speed of that revolution was

The second main feature of the new

established.

architectural practice 70 years ago,

destructive in many of its most vital effects.

encountered a government keen to rebuild

What brakes there may have been ineffective

described, deals of course with many other

but seemingly determined to avoid the many

and the century which gave the New Town

matters which I cannot enlarge upon at this

mistakes of previous generations. Their

of Edinburgh to Scotland, took from her in

time. Let me sum up by saying that if the

solution was Scotland’s new planning charter

Glasgow what was then “the most beautiful

powers which it confers are effectively and

set out in the Town and Country Planning

little city in Europe” and repeated that tragic

energetically used by the local and national

(Scotland) Act 1947. RIAS Congress that year,

The new planning charter, as I have

pattern throughout the whole industrial belt.

authorities, we shall be able to look back on

under the title “Scotland Tomorrow”, gave the

The crisis of our time differs in character

the new Act as the instrument for creating a

opportunity to learn directly from the Scottish

from that of the 18th century. But its solution

Planning Minister exactly what was anticipated

might well involve the same cataclysmical

from these wide ranging new powers.

effects on the face of Scotland, this time

Twenty five years ago, accelerating

however we have learned the need for

developments in computing, appeared to

direction if we are to avoid a new age of

dangle a ‘crystal ball’ to aid creatives planning

industrial squalor. That direction (or planning)

the future. Assumptions that 3D modelling

must be resourceful and elastic. It must take

would better inform the design process, afford

cognisance of the need for co-operation,

more thinking time and better involve an eager

collaboration and here and there for

and responsive public in a more consensual

compromise. For speed is always an essential

design process, have now been largely

concomitant of crisis and we shall only keep

thwarted.

pace if our Planning has these qualities

One year ago, Prof Gordon Murray
published a well informed treatise “Education

inherent in it.
I should like to tell you very briefly what

for a Smarter Profession” reviewing where we

powers Parliament has made available

are now and how we got here. Identifying that

recently to the local authorities and to myself

there is no one profession, or even a single

as Scotland’s planning minister.

model of practice, he suggests practicioners

Scotland’s new planning charter is set out

could get involved in education and perhaps

in the Town and Country planning (Scotland)

even introduce greater flexibility and fine

Act 1947, which has been widely acclaimed as

tuning for future graduates …

the most important planning enactment ever
put on the statute books.
In the first place it provides a positive
code and a positive direction to local
authorities to prepare development plans

10

new and better Scotland.
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25 years ago

1 year ago

Prospect 48
Winter 1992
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“Given that computer visualisation can

Winter 2016

Issue 28

still be considered to be in its infancy,

the architect.

startlingly realistic computer models can

Charlotte Square in Edinburgh.
The church was designed as part of the

The plan, underlining the architect’s

the journal of the royal incorporation of architects in scotland

be constructed. The images in this article
are of Robert Adam’s design for a church in

set of ideas – the principles established by

authority also helped the administration of
public works by permitting assessments

Doolan Award
Festival Reflections

of costs and programme; whilst imposing

Bordering on Genius

on the city a common rational system of

original scheme for Charlotte Square in 1792,

measurement. No small detail in a city

but Adam died before any work started. The

such as Florence. The beginning of urban

architect who took over the supervision of

planning. This separation of artist from

the building work in the Square, Sir Robert

artisan has gone full circle, not returning to a

Reid, managed to have his design for a church

renaissance ideal, those days of the architect

built in its place.

as master are long gone, but understanding
>
28

ISSN 2044-1851

most important un-realised designs for a
public building. Only one original ‘finished’
elevation and three small scale plans exist

9 772044 185005

£12.50

The church is probably one of Adam’s

for the church and the interpretation of the

craftsmanship as a fundamental in creative
thought.
I believe the last time my profession
had a truly proactive opportunity to change
its engagement with society was 1946

remaining sides is based on a careful study of

“The foundations for today’s profession

with Attlee and Beveridge and the new

these drawings.

were laid by Brunelleschi when he sought to

state. This condition was recognised by

A project to model Robert Adam’s other

differentiate, purely by ability, the architect

a new generation of architects: Halfords,

unbuilt designs for Edinburgh, including the

from the artisan or craftsman. The realisation

Lubetkin, Leslie Martin and Robert

projects for the north and south bridges,

of architecture became a mathematical

Matthew among them. By the RIBA Oxford

the original designs for the University New

construct – geometry and perspective and

Education Conference of 1958 this had

College and the crescent that was intended

the truly innovative orthogonal projection of

been consolidated by a professional

to face it, is currently being considered.

the plan.

education system that served us well

The ultimate intention of this would be an

In his essay “Do You Remember

for perhaps 25 years. However, we must

animated film and possibly an exhibition to

Counter Revolution – The Politics of Filipino

now ask the question who will deliver the

demonstrate Adam’s vision of Edinburgh.

Brunelleschi’s Architecture” Pier Aureli

built environment of the future? The next

writes: “Architecture is not just shelter but

generation of graduates are savvier, have

a resource which can be used in many ways

the representation of an idea of order and

a strong moral compass and are agile in

by architects; from gauging the implications

the systems that institutions impose so as to

digital networks. They are reinventing the

of a design decision, to communicating an

avoid disruption to that order.”

“profession” of architecture in a way not seen

A computer model once made, becomes

idea to a client, or to a planning authority.
It must be in the interests of the

This is the counter-revolution, the early

since Brunelleschi. Underlining that there are

15th century consolidating authority. Florence,

as many architectures as there are architects.

profession to ensure that the look and feel of

no different from London or Frankfurt today.

Yet they remain nearly all served by that

a building is fully appreciated by those who

Thus, Brunelleschi was, arguably, the very

single educational model.”

are to use it and those who will walk past it;

first architect in the sense of being a clearly

before it is built.”

recognisable professional figure whose
A G Kinghorn

Prof Gordon Murray

agency was independent from that of the
builder. He disempowered the collective
nature of building by reducing it to a singular

11
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above clockwise from top left
Agricultural Terracing; Monterosso; Il Giganti; Riomaggiore; Coastal Path;
Corniglia Station
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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opposite
Cinque Terre Manarolo Station
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Ian Stuart Campbell frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of ‘Cinque Terre’, Italy
So often we hear cities fawningly branded

amidst jaggy jetties. Nerve is also required

boardwalks over emergency culverts.

as “… like a series of villages”. Less often

by passengers who walk these precarious

The inundation however which now most

do villages actually reveal meaningful

gangplanks.

threatens Cinque Terre is the scale of tourists.

interdependence – as in a conurbation.

Fortunately, there is also mainline rail

Some years ago, President of the Cinque

Cinque Terre in northwest Italy comprises

from Milan which tunnels beneath steep

Terre National Park, Vittorio Alessandro,

five linked communities clinging to the rocky

cliffs providing a ‘tube-like’ service for the

proposed restricting visitor numbers by ticket

Ligurian coastline. Designated as a National

Cinque Terre communities. Experience at

access purchased online in advance. The

Park in 1999 there is very restricted vehicle

each station varies from Corniglia, where an

Park’s general director, Patrizio Scarpellini

access throughout, but a substantial network

awesome ziggurat stair climbs breathlessly to

supported this and within days world press

of mule paths and steep stone stairways.

the township high above, or at Riomaggiore

had a new scare to inflate and propagate. On

Monterosso (old and new towns),

where long colourful mosaic tunnels connect

message, Police on Scotland’s busy Isle of

to the town.

Skye also contributed helpful advice recently

Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola and
Riomagiorre are best approached by boat,

A flash storm engulfed Monterosso and

by suggesting not to travel to Skye unless

but this is weather dependent. Landings

Vernazza in deep mud in 2011, but quickly

beds are booked ahead! Undoubtedly a wise

require skillful navigation of vessels bobbing

restored, street surfaces now feature robust

precaution!
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this page
Cinque Terre Vernazza
Manarola
opposite
Riomaggiore
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Impressions of…

supporting paths and stairs have greatly

hydrogeological instabilities that have

residents, the potential influx facing Cinque

improved access to agricultural land for the

occurred due to abandoned cultivations

Terre is so very much greater, it is beyond

olive growers and winemakers as well as trail

and simultaneously promotes better

terrifying. More than 30 million people live

users within the area. This work is mainly

understanding of such precious man-made

within two hours journey-time and further

financed by the municipality of Riomaggiore

landscapes and balanced eco systems. The

hundreds of millions enjoy easy reach from

with help from the National Park, but the idea

medieval dry-stone walling contouring

only slightly beyond. Liguria’s reputation

sprang from the local association of small

the Cinque Terre region physically and

for weather, wine and food and the Park’s

winemakers who are successfully raising

emotionally bind these communities in a rural

attraction to hikers, bikers and hackers

awareness of the values in restoration and

conurbation. Estimated at 25,000 miles of

ensures this ‘Riviera’ has unlimited potential

regeneration of the vine culture and local

structural dry stone walling this remarkable

to destroy the initial attraction. Tourism

traditions. Education schemes embracing

feat of engineering compares with the Great

and Park management have already largely

volunteers, children and groups of migrants

Wall of China and should easily absorb vast

replaced traditional fishing and farming

are widening the local skill base and re-

numbers of visitors and volunteers in carefully

economies neglecting maintenance of ancient

establishing historic techniques.

managed local regeneration projects.

While it is easy to empathise with Skye

dry-stone terracing and paths.
Recent initiatives to rebuild ruined walls

By contrast to simply restricting access,
this strategy meaningfully addresses

Ian Stuart Campbell FRIAS
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...so why shouldn’t your insulation?
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Moxon Architects Ltd – Culardoch Shieling
© Ben Addy

Events and Exhibitions
Best Use of Timber Awards 2017
17 January – 30 March 2018
Level 2, The Lighthouse, 11 Mitchell Lane,
Glasgow, G1 3NU

as imagination and overall architectural

Konishi Gaffney Architects. Also by Konishi

excellence. There is no restriction on building

Gaffney and shortlisted for the Timber

type or scale of project – from small to

Award, was Comielaw Steading, a B-listed

large and from domestic to commercial,

farm with a U-shaped plan dating back to the

the challenge is to show how suited the

late 17th century developed as workspaces

The Best Use of Timber Awards 2017

use of timber is to the development of new

to benefit the local economy. Other projects

exhibition showcases the winner and

architecture in Scotland.

include the Tinhouse – by Rural Design – a
simple form recalling an archetypal child’s

shortlisted entries to the annual RIAS Awards
scheme. Forestry Commission Scotland and

A Hut of One’s Own

image of a house, located on the north-

Wood for Good combined to sponsor this

The overall winning project was Culardoch

western tip of the Isle of Skye. The Greenrig

award. The exhibition, curated by Architecture

Shieling, by Moxon Architects. As is in a world

development, by Pete Cummins Architect,

and Design Scotland, will run on Level 2 at

unto its own, this small hut sits alone in the

consists of two buildings, a cycle skills track

The Lighthouse, from early January 2018.

vast, rugged and windswept landscape of

and an extensive network of cycle paths and

The Award is aimed at encouraging

the Cairngorms. The hut was commissioned

walkways in Canada Woods, on the Callendar

innovative and creative use of timber in

as an escape, for small gatherings or parties,

Estate, Falkirk.

new buildings in Scotland. The exhibition

fitting a very long and narrow table. It is both

features the winning and shortlisted projects,

remarkably humble and casual, while precise,

demonstrated through photography and

playful and sophisticated. Its exteriors and

Material Considerations: A Library of
Sustainable Building Materials

models.

interiors are clad in wood, with the roof

While visiting the Best of Use of Timber

covered in moss and stone. While larch has

Awards exhibition why not explore our

Potential of Timber

been used externally, the interior is entirely

Library of Sustainable Building Materials

The award seeks to stimulate greater

lined with locally grown, untreated, spruce.

located on Level 2 at The Lighthouse. Can’t
make it to The Lighthouse? Check out our

appreciation of home grown timber and
its potential for use in construction, with

The Shortlisted Projects

brand new online resource on materials.ads.

added consideration given to thoughtful and

The exhibition features projects ranging from

org.uk where you can browse the materials

appropriate use of different species. Technical

a large-scale building such as the Thistle

library from wherever you are in the country!

competence is of course paramount and the

Foundation Centre of Wellbeing by 3DReid,

design and detail of how the timber is used

through to an eco-friendly Pop Up Pavilion

Anja Ekelof

was as much a part of the assessment criteria

for the Mound in Edinburgh, designed by

Architecture and Design Scotland

for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building
in Scotland Award 2017

Kevan McLaughlin MRICS, Mrs Doolan Hon FRIAS, Richard Murphy OBE FRIAS, Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop, Stewart Henderson PRIAS
© Malcolm Cochrane

A splendid awards evening at the National
Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh,

Festival of Architecture 2017.
The following pages feature articles by

All of this year’s judges deserve particular
thanks for going well beyond the usual

kindly hosted by Dr Gordon Rintoul CBE,

the three judges, RIAS President Stewart

demands of judging and giving particular

culminated in the presentation, by Cabinet

Henderson, Professor Sue Roaf FRIAS,

insights into this year’s award. The National

Secretary, Fiona Hyslop MSP and Mrs

recently retired Professor of Architectural

Museum as our hosts, the Doolan family,

Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS, of the RIAS

Engineering at Heriot-Watt University and

particularly Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS

Gold Medal and a cheque for £25,000

Susie Stirling, Head of Placemaking & Housing

and the Scottish Government, particularly

to Richard Murphy Architects for the

in the Scottish Government’s Planning &

Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop MSP,

Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries.

Architecture Department. The architects of

are, again, thanked most warmly for their

In her address, preceding the Award, the

the Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries

continuing, hugely generous, support.

Cabinet Secretary officially launched the 2020

summarise their project and Fife Council tells

Visions: Home book produced as part of the

us about it from the client’s perspective.

Supported by the Scottish Government and Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS
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winner
Dunfermline Carnegie Library and Galleries, Dunfermline
Richard Murphy Architects

© Chris Humphreys

The Architect’s Perspective
Our project at Dunfermline has been a

in hindsight since we are now in a time

bridges which need to criss-cross the street

long journey since we won the RIAS limited

where the future of libraries is under threat

at various levels. The selection of particular

competition in 2006. The brief we found

and this building shows how a library can

views of nearby buildings and distant

fascinating; a contemporary addition to the

be revitalised with additional facilities. And

landscapes was also part of our competition

world’s first Carnegie Library, a Grade B

like our project at DCA in Dundee of almost

entry and we are delighted that this aspect of

listed building in the centre of an important

twenty years ago, we designed the building

the building has been much commented on

conservation area and within sight of some

to be a social hub with an eye to its ability

and appreciated by visitors.

wonderful historic buildings. The brief of

to be a catalyst in the regeneration of a

galleries, museum, children’s library, reference

struggling town centre. There is no doubt

gestation. The effectively landlocked former

room, cafe, etc. represented a challenge

that DCA helped turn around the fortunes of

car park site challenged all the competing

as each space needed to perform well in

Dundee and we believe the same is possible

architects with some advocating partial or

itself and then be assembled into a legible

in Dunfermline.

wholesale demolition of the Grade B bank

organisation within the very restricted

From the outset, we determined that a

The project has not had an easy

adjacent to the library. Our solution imagined

volume that planners had imposed on the

top lit street was the best way of organising

a substantial section of the listed bank

site. In addition, two of the original library

the building with an adjacent staircase

façade pivoting so that the complete façade

rooms were to be incorporated into the new

architectural promenade rising up and

was restored at night and the imagination

circulation system. The idea of the project

visiting all the facilities en route. This makes

could restore it during the day. Everyone

was particularly enlightened especially seen

a memorable space further dramatised by

was very enthusiastic, including a Councillor
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on the steering committee who commented

Externally the three materials of stone,

that the daily “opening of the giant door”

timber and corten steel are used in a layered

would become Dunfermline’s answer to the

way and in particular the junction between

one side lit gallery where one whole wall can
slide away to reveal a view of the Abbey.
For us this building plays to our strengths.

“changing of the guard at Buckingham Palace!”

new and old is carefully wrought, corten

We enjoy inserting contemporary design

Sadly, the idea was too innovative for one

sliding behind the preserved fragment of the

into historic places, rethinking how a historic

Historic Scotland inspector who dug in his

bank’s aslar side façade. We chose corten

building might work and assembling a large

heels and at this point the project began to

since the museum is primarily about the

number of unique spaces into a restricted site

wobble. Happily, this crisis obliged the Council

industrial heritage of the town. The museum

and endeavouring to ensure the long-term

to purchase the car park from the adjacent

itself is signified as an oak casket. The plan of

survival of the building by making it a busy

Abbots House Trust and we were asked to

the building is controlled by a grid of served

social hub. The Doolan prize is a tribute to

landscape this area and redesign the building

and servant spaces running north-south in

all in the office who worked on the project

to have an entrance directly from the garden.

parallel. The library pays homage to Aalto’s

over the years and also for the tenacity of

Removing all cars from the site was of course

stepped section libraries, the museum is a

our client in seeing the project through to

a huge improvement and the garden, which

complex assemblage of one and two storey

completion.

we designed ourselves to be a seamless

spaces interspersed with focused views

extension of the Abbots House mediaeval

of nearby historic buildings and distant

garden, has turned out to be one of the most

landscape. The galleries have two identical

popular features of the new building.

top lit spaces capable of being combined and

Richard Murphy OBE FRIAS
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winner
Dunfermline Carnegie Library and Galleries, Dunfermline
Richard Murphy Architects

The Client’s Perspective
The City of Dunfermline first expressed

through successive Administrations, was

The choice of this site was a turning

the desire to have a purpose-built museum

fundamental to the project coming to fruition.

point. The building would not just be a new

as far back as 1851, so no one can accuse

This commitment along with a contribution

museum and gallery showcasing collections

it of rushing into things. At the start of the

from the Carnegie Dunfermline Trust was

telling Dunfemline’s stories. It would also

21st century Dunfermline sat with two

critical to securing funding from the Heritage

offer an exciting opportunity to create an

small, inaccessible municipal museums –

Lottery Fund.

integrated venue with library, museum,

one in a domestic Victorian building, the

Throughout the life of the project,

exhibition, study and meeting spaces, café

other in Pittencrieff house – fabulous but

community engagement has been key. It

and shop; encouraging crossover audiences

completely unsuitable for providing a modern

was first manifested in lively public debate

and giving new life to this well-loved library

museum service and with no exhibition

over the choice of site. The one eventually

which was facing the universal challenges of

space. A succession of studies and work by

chosen, after consideration of 25 others,

falling book lending and changing demands of

consultants over several years all agreed that

was at the heart of the Heritage Quarter.

customers. The ambition was also to create

the city should have a new museum. Fife

It is next door to the world’s first Carnegie

a venue which would act as a catalyst for the

Council committed funds to building a new

Library and boasts the 16th century Abbot

wonderful but under-visited Heritage Quarter

museum in its Capital Plan. Their continuing

House, Dunfermline Abbey and Palace as its

and draw new visitors to the city.

commitment over more than a decade and

neighbours.
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and with such a prime opportunity the

Council purchasing the car park of the

a contemporary building being added into

decision was made to hold a competition

neighbouring Abbot House to create a

this most sensitive of historic sites has

run by the RIAS. In 2007 Richard Murphy

landscaped garden area. This has been a

evaporated. We have a building that is a joy

Architects won that competition and then

fabulous bonus, allowing the Children’s

to be in and which, at every level, makes

began the exciting, challenging and eventually

Library to open out into the garden with its

dramatic and sympathetic links to the quarter

thrilling ten-year journey to create this

lawn, fruit trees, maze and display space for

it has now become an essential part of.

building.

sculptures from the collection.

In 2012 management of Fife Council’s

The genuine partnership between client

As one visitor has said, “Loved the new
museum and library. Definitely a great asset

museums and libraries was devolved to the

and design team encouraged vigorous debate

to Dunfermline. Thanks so much – it was well

newly created Fife Cultural Trust and the

and challenged our assumptions about how

worth the wait.”

strong and committed client team became

the museum brief could be achieved. The

a partnership. Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF)

architecture brings light into the building at

funding was confirmed in February 2013 and

every opportunity and gives unexpected

in December 2014 construction began on site.

views out to the town whose story it tells.

RMA’s vision of how the building could
work on the site had led directly to the

The early trepidation felt by some, including

Lauren Macauley

Historic Environment Scotland (HES), about

Fife Council
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City of Glasgow College – City Campus

Eastwood Health and Care Centre

© Keith Hunter Photography

© Dapple Photography

It was an honour to chair this year’s panel of

of the site and the level changes to create

Eastwood Health and Care Centre is a

judges for this most prestigious of awards.

both internal and external links with each

substantial hub serving an extensive and

My fellow judges took a very measured and

department and the neighbouring sites

diverse population. The building brings

considered approach in what was not an easy

and functions between the medieval and

together NHS and Council services with

decision. Choosing one from the RIAS award

merchant city plans of the city. The building’s

four GP practices. The client team were

winning short list was daunting.

practical hands on and theoretical teaching

clearly delighted that the building very

spaces were both clearly fit for purpose

appropriately satisfied their brief and was

City of Glasgow College – City
Campus
Reiach and Hall Architects / Michael Laird
Architects for City of Glasgow College

and inspiring. The building’s impact on the

a joy to work in. The inclusive and non-

cityscape is immediate and it is a positive

institutional internal solution enhances

addition to Glasgow’s built environment. The

both the workplace experience and that of

façade treatment blends the rhythm of solid

the patients. The brick-clad exterior of the

As with the majority of the schemes visited

to void avoiding the potential of the building

building softened by timber accents draws

the City of Glasgow College – ‘City Campus’

appearing as an over-dominant element in its

visitors into the welcoming atrium – a friendly

the client team accompanied the architects

setting.

place of support and healing. The car-park
landscaping needs some time to mature and

when we were shown round this project.
Their enthusiasm for their building and
its success was really positive. The initial
impression is of immensity, forcibly signalling
the buildings presence as an important place
of learning. This is a clever and articulate use
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Eastwood Health and Care Centre,
Glasgow
Hoskins Architects for hub West Scotland
on behalf of NHS Greater Glasgow &
Clyde with East Renfrewshire Council

relieve some of the negative impact on the
building’s setting.
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Glendale Primary School

James Gillespie’s Campus

Powis Place

© Ross Campbell

© Andrew Lee Photographer

© Keith Hunter Photography

Glendale Primary School, Glasgow
Glasgow City Council – DRS Project
Management & Design for Glasgow City
Council – Education Services

James Gillespie’s Campus
jmarchitects for The City of Edinburgh
Council

Powis Place, Aberdeen
Carson & Partners for Alumno
Development

Set within the environs of the A-listed

Powis Place, Aberdeen, provides student

Glendale Primary School is a shared English

Bruntsfield Tower, these new buildings retain

accommodation on an urban-edge site

and Gaelic campus bringing together two

the historic campus quality of the school. This

bounded on three sides by busy roads, rising

schools on one site yet allows each to

was an expressed desire by the client’s brief.

significantly front to back. Self-contained

maintain its own identity. The staff were full

Skilfully laid out to make best use of the site

around an upper level courtyard, this

of praise for the school and most notably the

and provide coherent internal and external

robustly sculptural, predominantly brick-

kids, who were on a break when we visited,

spaces within a mature landscape. Material

built structure enhances the locale. With

were keen to express their joy in their school,

selection respects the building form of the

entrance and shared social spaces open

both the internal and external spaces. A

neighbouring properties. The overall new

to the street lending the development an

successful choice of a predominantly dark

development embraces the “full educational

appropriately urban quality and shares its life

facing brick well and robustly detailed makes

journey” from nursery to secondary within

with that of the surrounding community. This

a strong urban statement. The confidence of

attractive flexible new facilities.

is an articulate building with clear division

the exterior form is combined with a spacious

of common and private uses, internal and

and welcoming interior. Scale, form and

external spaces which the incoming students

materials respond to the historic tenemental

were clearly enamoured with.

character of the area.

Stewart Henderson PRIAS
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Fernaig Cottage

Newhouse of Auchengree

Edinburgh Road

© Airey Spaces

© David Barbour

© David Barbour

Fernaig Cottage, Stromeferry
Scampton and Barnett Architects for
Andrew and Gillian Barnett

elements while providing a contemporary

extended family. The building is clad in zinc

feel with stone and Larch cladding melding

with forms and proportions harmonising well

well, providing a beautifully restored and

with the agricultural buildings around. The

This 85m2 dilapidated shepherd’s cottage in

renewed presence in the Glen.

house has underfloor heating throughout

the north-west Highlands was transformed

with a ground source heat pump, MVHR

by its owners cum designers Andrew and

System and solar panels. The real standout
feature of this house is not only its design in

short stair between them. The upper, original,

Newhouse of Auchengree, North
Ayrshire
Ann Nisbet Studio for Dr Michael Law
and Sally Law

stone bothy houses the bed and bathrooms

The Newhouse of Auchengree blends into

throughout.

and the lower new timber block holds the

North Ayrshire’s rural vernacular to create a

living quarters. The compact galley kitchen

contemporary complex of domestic buildings

has a storage and oven wall separating it from

set on a hill top in this fertile agricultural

the living area and looks out over a timber

setting. The house has a cluster of buildings

Edinburgh Road, Musselburgh
A449 LTD for Archie and Tricia
MacDonald

deck across the valley beyond. The sitting

around a three sided courtyard. The house

Built on a difficult wedge-shaped, but

room sits cosily around the wood burning

has three separate elements: The living

stunning, coastal site west of Musselburgh,

stove with neat seating benches make inviting

quarters and two guest bedrooms are in the

this house is a rebuilding and refurbishment

perches. The room’s pleasant proportions

main two storey block, with a double height

of a traditional steading. It has two faces,

with the dining area between the snug and

space, divided into kitchen, dining area and

one with large sliding, glazed walls facing

the kitchen make the space welcoming. A

living room. The east wall of glass sliding

a sheltered and attractively planted south

south facing gable end window optimises

doors are protected externally by heavy

facing walled courtyard accessed from the

solar gain in living areas. Three economically

timber shutters. Interesting window designs

road, while the other confronts the shore

sized bedrooms are fitted into the original

and the focal wood burning stove feature

and waters of the Firth of Forth to the north.

stone structure and enhanced by the

ensure visual delight within stunning views.

Internally a linking corridor runs from the

charming window details, each offering small,

The two separate one story blocks house

original stone steading, housing a private

special views. Underfloor heating and an

the master bedroom and bathroom and two

study to the west, past the south facing

MHVR system condition the building. Careful

guest bedrooms and a shower providing

bedrooms and bathroom to the double

choice of materials emphasises historic

both privacy and communal spaces for the

height living, kitchen and dining spaces of the

Gillian Barnett. Nestled in isolation into
the darker side of the Glen, its simple form
consists of two adjacent buildings with a
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this unique location but also in the quality,
craftsmanship and durability of its details
and the high standard of workmanship
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Moray Place

Due West

© Sean Gaule

© Dapple Photography

new timber clad, pitched roof extension to

Extremely stylish bedrooms, bathrooms and

by an entire glass wall and balcony providing

the east. This offers wonderful ocean views,

a study are included with spacious storage

huge views to the west across the bay to

another high point in this engaging house.

rooms and a suitably grand entrance hall and

the mountains. Opposite this the ground

Natural light from windows and roof lights

corridors that leave an overall impression

level living areas are accessed from an inland

provide glimpses of sea and sky and solar

of very elegant living. A contemporary

bridge that skirts a double height sheltered

gain. A great stone sea wall is integrated into

contribution is made with the fine design

garden court providing the bedrooms below

the structure of the house itself to protect

of the great doors to the public rooms and

with an intimate and sheltered outlook and

against winds, waves and tides. It’s stylish

the careful detailing of the radiators and

the eastern morning light. Careful detailing

design includes elegant features and excellent

other modern systems that enhance the

is consistent across the different materials

detailing from the fitted form of the gable

attractiveness of the Georgian spaces. That

used in its construction, from the loose

roof to the exterior facades that blend stone

care extends to the detailing of the whitened

stone caissons to the blockwork walls with

and glass harmoniously. Underfloor heating

oak flooring laid in a herringbone pattern, the

recessed mortar joints and in the timber work

and a wood burning stove provide cosy

choice of furniture and other accoutrements.

throughout. Thoughtful design of the roof

comfort in even the most extreme weather.

The sophisticated services ensure a very high

profile to protect it against strong winds from

level of controllability of the lighting, heating

the west, the meeting of house and bedrock

Moray Place, Edinburgh
Somner Macdonald Architects (for a
private client)

and energy systems that complement the

and the location and opening strategies of

passive climate controls provided by the

the windows tell of the technical skills of the

refurbished traditional window shutters in

architect. A heat pump services underfloor

The client here challenged the architect

the great south facing windows overlooking

heating throughout which, together with a

to create ‘one of the best apartments in

the garden square.

wood burning stove, ensure high levels of
comfort that in combination with its decor

Edinburgh’. He succeeded in two conjoined

Town. This beautifully executed project has

Due West, Craobh Haven
cameronwebster architects for Gordon
and Margaret Turner

reinstated many original features, including

This house sits on a technically challenging

decorative plasterwork on the ceilings,

site in a gap in a cliff on the Lunga Peninsular

removed in a 1930s remodelling of the

in Argyll and Bute. Its long axis runs parallel to

buildings. The two drawing rooms now serve

the cliff edge. The kitchen, dining room and

as a kitchen/dining room and drawing room.

sitting room share a single volume flanked

first floor flats of adjacent Georgian
townhouses in the heart of Edinburgh’s New

and unique setting make this a spectacular
home.

Prof. Sue Roaf FRIAS
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Rockvilla – National Theatre of Scotland HQ
© Dapple Photography

Creatively housing Scotland’s cultural assets

air’ when visiting the buildings. That truly is

regeneration has undergone both an uplifting

whilst also addressing non-negotiable technical

priceless for all of those who have either helped

built, plus natural and heritage transformation.

requirements is no easy task. That said, this

to create or just simply enjoy on a day to day

In addition, the use of the development ties

year’s cultural buildings shortlist for the Doolan

basis.

in perfectly with its surrounding neighbours
which include a Whisky Bond, artist studios

Awards have made a high impact.

and buildings run by the Royal Conservatoire

Library and Galleries (CLG) by Richard Murphy

Rockvilla – National Theatre of Scotland
HQ, Glasgow
Hoskins Architects for National Theatre
of Scotland

Architects provide two very different functions

One of the first things that is particularly

– punctuated by wide windows which not

but execute their role through inspired

captivating about the NTS is its locally derived

only serve to give good natural, internal light,

architectural style and place-making precision.

name – Rockvilla – which dates back to 1860

but also provide animation to the exterior

What was particularly special about both

as the documented term for the local area.

of the building with the sky and weather

buildings, however, was more than just the

This reference gives the bold, new, purpose

reflecting in its glazing. The immediate space

purpose that they were designed to fulfil, but

built development an anchor within its place.

outside also serves as spill-over, whereby

the joy that the spaces brought to the people

From there, the building has been created

the front doors can be opened-up to allow

who worked within them. It was evident that

with the community at the forefront of the

for outdoor seating in the sunshine. This

the role of both buildings had been carefully

design, as well as the needs of the clients.

open idea extends further, however, through

considered but the magic of their creations led

Building on its location from a place making

to the smart location of the staff canteen,

to delight amongst staff and visitors alike. The

perspective, the development sits on the

immediately as you enter, which is also

essence of that enchanted feeling was ‘in the

canal within Speirs Wharf. This area of

available to the local community to come and

The National Theatre for Scotland
Headquarters (NTS) in Glasgow by Hoskins
Architects and the Dunfermline Carnegie
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and Scottish Opera.
Standing outside the NTS is a clean, sharp
experience. The building is strong in its lines
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Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries
© Chris Humphreys

enjoy the building as a place to hang out. This

the beautiful, sensitively, landscaped garden

architecture, intriguing interior design and

openness chimes with the NTS ethos in that

with its wild flowers, statues and shock of

exterior embellishment – all complemented

it is a “theatre without walls”.

green planting– complete with a perfectly

by its tranquil green space. It is the work of a

manicured maze. Collectively, this makes for

master architect at the height of his powers.

Beyond the public space, the back-

With all the beauty built into the CLG it’s

of-house areas have been designed with

an, almost, ‘Alice in Wonderful’ feel as soon as

practicality in mind. It hosts three rehearsal

you turn away from the street and approach

hard to imagine any battle, behind the scenes,

spaces, large technical workshop (which

the entrance.

which had to be overcome to see the project

accommodates large verhicular delivery

Once inside the building, the attention to

through to completion. So, a decade on

access via a pantechnican), costume studio,

detail hits you immediately. Whether you are

from the beginning – when Richard Murphy

wardrobe space, prop store and office space

a design professional, able to recognise all of

Architects won a competition organised by

– cleverly floored with reclaimed gymnasium

its intricacies, or just someone wishing to visit

Fife Council and the Royal Incorporation

flooring.

– the building draws you in. It is warm, light

of Architects – this building is a triumph

and instantly prompts curiosity. You just want

for cultural architecture in Scotland and a

Dunfermline Carnegie Library &
Galleries
Richard Murphy Architects for Fife
Council

to explore more and go deeper into its form.

well-deserved winner of the Doolan Awards

Every step you take, corner you turn, or room

2017. Congratulations to Richard and his

you enter unfolds more and more splendor.

colleagues for their talent and endeavour. A

The thinking behind all this complexity feels

truly inspiring result.

Compared to Rockvilla the Carnegie Library

beyond the ability of many. This is what

and Galleries is a building of contrast. Whilst

makes this building special – a one off. It

Susie Stirling

just as robust, it has a creative complexity

literally does feel like a virtuoso composition

Head of Placemaking & Housing, Planning &

which is a feast for the senses, starting with

that majestically combines charismatic

Architecture, The Scottish Government
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Festival Reflections
are delighted to have been
“ We
able to be part of this.
”

Dylan Paterson, Charles Rennie

© Chris Stewart

Mackintosh Society

thoroughly enjoyed both
“ SEDA
the launch of our new book ‘100

© Magdalena Bell

event was very well received
“ Our
even though this was our first
event of its type. We hope to
do a similar thought provoking
event in the future. It was such
a pleasure hosting this event,
meeting new like-minded people
and look forward to the next
stage.

”

Sustainable Scottish Buildings’
and our ecological cycle tour of
Bute to promote our first Island
Expeditions map. We thank
the RIAS not only for their help
with the events but also their
support in producing both of
these publications which are a
permanent resource for those
passionate about sustainability,
please buy the book and use the
map.

”

Henri Van Der Stighelen, Wester

Chris Stewart RIAS, SEDA Director

Millig House, Helensburgh
TOUR \\ TICKETS £68

TOUR \\ FREE (LIMITED TICKETS)

CONFERENCE \\ FREE

EXTRAORDINARY
COINCIDENCES: PITTSBURGH
/ DUNFERMLINE

CROSS BORDER STUDY-TOUR

DOORS OPEN DAY AT ST
PETER’S

HOUSING THE FUTURE

VISIT TO CRAIGSTON
CASTLE

LOST THOMSON: GLASGOW’S
LOSS
The Glasgow Art Club, Glasgow
The Glasgow Art Club
21 SEPTEMBER
CONFERENCE \\ TICKETS £50

AUTUMN SCHOOL: HOMES
TO LAST

© Chris Leslie

THE FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE IS ORGANISED BY
THE ROYAL INCORPORATION OF ARCHITECTS IN SCOTLAND

100 SUSTAINABLE SCOTTISH
BUILDINGS BOOK LAUNCH

TOUR \\ TICKETS £5

WORKSHOP \\ FREE

HIGHLAND RETREATS –
ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIAL
LIVES

Lecture Theatre G.03, William
Robertson Building, University
of Edinburgh
Scottish Ecological Design
Association
28 SEPTEMBER

HABLAB

ACTIVITY \\ FREE (LIMITED NUMBERS)

ARCHITECTURE FOR KIDS

2 AND 3 SEPTEMBER
Angus
Ayrshire
Kinross-shire and Strathearn
Renfrewshire

Gordon Memorial Hall, St
Ninian’s Episcopal Church,
Castle Douglas
Architectural Heritage Society
Scotland
23 SEPTEMBER

Duncan of Jordanstone College
of Art and Design, University
Dundee Campus
Duncan of Jordanstone College
of Art and Design
28 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

16 AND 17 SEPTEMBER
Falkirk
Perth & Kinross - Perth City
Stirling
Dundee

9 SEPTEMBER
East Dunbartonshire
Midlothian
Black Isle, Ross and Cromarty

17 SEPTEMBER
Portsoy, Banff and
Fraserburgh
West Fife

9 AND 10 SEPTEMBER
East Renfrewshire
Inverclyde
Aberdeen City
Highland and Eastern
Perthshire
North Lanarkshire
West Lothian
10 SEPTEMBER
Central Fife
11 TO 17 SEPTEMBER
Glasgow

Garnethill Multicultural Centre,
Glasgow
Strathclyde University
30 SEPTEMBER

23 SEPTEMBER
Moray
Orkney
23 AND 24 SEPTEMBER
Helensburgh
Clackmannanshire
Edinburgh
30 SEPTEMBER
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire

Assistant at The Lighthouse, talking

Visit www.doorsopendays.org.uk for full details

about the Modernism in Scotland

6

Exhibition organised by the
For full details of all events visit:
www.festivalofarchitecture.scot

Edinburgh Architectural Association

32

16 SEPTEMBER
Lower Deeside, Kincardine
and Mearns
Badenoch and Strathspey
Caithness

3 SEPTEMBER
East Fife

Erika Silverman, Exhibitions

@RIASFest

Powis Community Centre,
Aberdeen
Peacock Visual Arts
25 SEPTEMBER TO 17 OCTOBER

LAUNCH \\ FREE (TICKETED)

SCOTLAND’S URBAN
PAST DIGITAL EXHIBITION
LAUNCH

12 Casselbank Street,
Edinburgh
Historic Environment Scotland
27 SEPTEMBER

RE-IMAGINING MY
NEIGHBOURHOOD

THE FESTIVAL OF ARCHITECTURE IS GENEROUSLY SUPPORTED BY

LAUNCH \\ FREE

Craigston Castle, Turriff
Architectural Heritage Society
Scotland
23 SEPTEMBER

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

www.festivalofarchitecture.scot

DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel,
Edinburgh City Centre
Scottish Government
28 SEPTEMBER

© Magdalena Bell

Hospitalfield, Arbroath
Hospitalfield Arts
22 AND 23 SEPTEMBER

2 SEPTEMBER
Inverness City and area

St Peter’s Seminary, Cardross
NVA
23 AND 24 SEPTEMBER

7

Photo: PhatSheep Photography

Meet at North Hanover Street,
Glasgow
Architectural Heritage Society
Scotland
23 SEPTEMBER
TOUR \\ TICKETS £12

TALK \\ TICKETS £10

THROUGHOUT SEPTEMBER

Grödians, Lerwick – Richard Gibson Architects Ltd

Fire Station Creative, Carnegie
Drive, Dunfermline
Dynamic Dunfermline
20 SEPTEMBER

DOORS OPEN DAYS

The exhibition was really
successful. It has been really
popular with the tenants and the
public in the building and was
a great exhibition to be paired
with the 50 DABS one on level 5.
Got a lot of people interested in
Modernist Architecture!
© NVA

© Dave Dicello

TALK \\ TICKETS £5

© John Morrison

Design: mail@jonjardine.com
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@RIASFest
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Festival of Architecture 2017

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

WORKSHOP \\ FREE

ACTIVITY \\ FREE

WALK \\ TICKETS £12

WALK \\ TICKETS £12

BARONY A FRAME AUDIO
TOUR

MODERNISM IN SCOTLAND

CREATIVE CAMPUS 2017

ABERDEEN DOCKLANDS
VISION

NEW TOWN ARCHITECTURE
TOUR

OLD TOWN ARCHITECTURE
TOUR

RIAS, 15 Rutland Square,
Edinburgh
Robin Webster and Charina
Beswick
5 AUGUST TO 15 SEPTEMBER

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Auchinleck, East Ayrshire
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

The Lighthouse, Glasgow
Edinburgh Architectural
Association
2 TO 28 SEPTEMBER

Pathfoot Building, Stirling
University
Artlink Central
4 TO 6 SEPTEMBER

Aberdeen Maritime Museum
Aberdeen Society of Architects
8 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Edinburgh
Cobble Tales
16 AND 30 SEPTEMBER

Edinburgh
Cobble Tales
17 SEPTEMBER

WALK \\ FREE

WALK \\ FREE

TOURS \\ FREE

EXHIBITION \\ £4.00

WALK \\ TICKETS £10

ACTIVITY \\ FREE

ACTIVITY \\ FREE

ST NICHOLAS OLD
KIRKYARD: PRESTWICK
HERITAGE TOUR

A BRISK WALK: BUILDINGS
AT RISK TOUR

DOORS OPEN DAYS

UN-BUILT MACKINTOSH
– DESIGNS FOR TODAY:
DESIGNS FOR A DIGITAL
FUTURE

DEAN VILLAGE
ARCHITECTURE TOUR

SKETCH-I-NESS

PHOTOMARATHON DUNDEE

Inverness Museum and Art
Gallery
Inverness Architectural
Association
16 SEPTEMBER

Dundee
Dundee Institute of Architects
17 SEPTEMBER

WALK \\ FREE

grip on the human imagination. This

first of its 2020 Visions series, Home:

innovative exhibition, curated by The

Housing in Scotland 2000-2020, the

Royal Incorporation of Architects

pop-up exhibition ‘home’ will feature

in Scotland, offers insights into the

the 100 architect designed ‘one-off’

architecture of science fiction. It looks

houses or housing developments

at the startling representations of

in Scotland since 2000, specially

buildings and cities from movies from

selected by our expert panel.

the birth of cinema to the present day,

The Royal Incorporation of
Architects in Scotland
11 SEPTEMBER TO 1 OCTOBER

including Blade Runner, Flash Gordon
and The Matrix.

© Damien Shields

CLYDESIDE PROMENADE

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Prestwick
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER
WALK \\ FREE

50 DABS

WHEN JAMIE MET HARRY:
EDINBURGH COMEDY TOUR

A DAY IN PERTH

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER
WALK \\ FREE

GLASGOW’S LANDMARKS

Perth Station
Architectural Heritage Society
Scotland
2 SEPTEMBER

The Fringe Shop, Edinburgh
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

LIGNE ET COULEUR

The Lighthouse, Glasgow
Friends of the Architecture
Building (FAB)
7 SEPTEMBER

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

For full details of all events visit: www.festivalofarchitecture.scot

3

Wester Millig House,
Helensburgh
Henri Van der Stighelen
3 TO 24 SEPTEMBER

from participants was
“ Feedback
extremely positive with many
saying that they’d like the event
to run again. DIA will therefore
consider running the Photo
Marathon as an annual event
and will consider including a
children’s competition.

© George Simpson

2

Chair, Festival of

VISIT TO MOUNT STUART

VIRTUAL CAMERA
OBSCURA

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

PROSPECT & REFUGE

STOLEN WHISKY & RAW
CONCRETE

TALK \\ TICKETS £10

HOSTAGE TO HERITAGE

ACTIVITY \\ FREE

TOUR \\ TICKETS £60

TALK \\ FREE (TICKETED)

J & G Innes Ltd, St Andrews
Scottish Society of ArchitectArtists
2 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

The Royal Incorporation of
Architects in Scotland
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Architecture 2017

Edinburgh
Cobble Tales
10 SEPTEMBER

Mackintosh Queen’s Cross,
Glasgow
The Charles Rennie Mackintosh
Society
4 TO 29 SEPTEMBER

EXHIBITION \\ FREE
ACTIVITY \\ £15 (TICKETED)

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

The Lighthouse, Glasgow
Friends of the Architecture
Building (FAB)
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

Across Scotland
Scottish Civic Trust
SEE PAGE 7 FOR AREA DATES

4

Isle of Bute
Friends of Glasgow School of Art
10 SEPTEMBER

Boilerhouse, Glasgow
Landscape Institute Scotland
16 AND 17 SEPTEMBER

© Richard Slater

Showcasing the publication of the

WALK \\ FREE

The Quadrangle, Marischal
College, Aberdeen
Aberdeen Society of Architects
18 TO 29 SEPTEMBER

WORKSHOP \\ FREE (TICKETED)

CRITICAL PATH

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

PROSPECT & REFUGE
© Daniel Hopkinson, AHR

Science fiction films exert a powerful

Glasgow
Walking Heads
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER
Portobello, Edinburgh
A449 Architects
1 TO 30 SEPTEMBER

© Daniel Hopkinson, AHR

Central Station, Glasgow

ARCHITECTURAL
PROMENADE

© John PIcken

Grödians, Lerwick – Richard Gibson Architects Ltd © PhatSheep Photography

Inspired by Star Trek © Piotr Sell

Central Edinburgh

WALK \\ FREE

© Neil Mair

5

All That Is Solid/Southblock,
Glasgow
Strathclyde University
14 TO 29 SEPTEMBER

Mitchell Library, Glasgow
Landscape Institute Scotland
18 TO 23 SEPTEMBER

”

Christine Palmer FRIAS, Dundee

”

time lapse of the garden
“ The
being constructed was excellent
and made me understand the
complexities of a landscape
project of this nature. The kids
loved it. The exhibition had very
interesting plant combinations
with a useful plant list and a
great design for an outdoor
office.

”

Visitors about the Prospect and

© Malcolm Cochrane

“

Institute of Architects

There should be more exhibitions
like this, especially with Scottish
and north British examples.

© Hospitalfield Arts

”
David Dunbar

WALK \\ FREE

CINEMA CITY TREASURE
HUNT

GLASGOW MUSIC TOUR

“ The month of September
will see the whole of
Scotland celebrating
Scottish Architecture, its
legacy and in particular,
this year’s special
theme, our homes. Many
diﬀerent types of events
will engage a wide
audience throughout
Scotland.
Accessible, appealing
and within reach of
everyone, this Festival
will ensure that people
across Scotland
become more conﬁdent
about engaging with
architecture and all
aspects of the design of
our public spaces.

WALK \\ £1.99 PER DOWNLOAD

GLASGOW CORNERS

© Richard Slater

2020 VISIONS: HOME

WALK \\ FREE

LIGHT MATTERS

© Ryan Reid

EXHIBITION/POP-UP \\ FREE

ADVENTURES IN SPACE

© Malcolm Cochrane

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

EXHIBITION \\ FREE

© Nikitas Papadopoulos

DON’T MISS

participated in the 2017
“ We
‘Doors Open Day’ with no
great expectation of attracting
many visitors as our office is 6
miles out of town and it was a
week day. We were therefore
very pleased to have a total
of a dozen people visit – their
motivation was partly to see
the B Listed Building in which
our office is located and partly
curiosity as to what landscape
architecture involves – so that’s
twelve more people who now
understand what we do!

”

Refuge Exhibition, organised by the

Doors Open Day: Horner Maclennan,

Landscape Institute Scotland

Inverness

33

Pioneers in
Glulam Post & Beam
Experts in engineered timber, we can design, construct
and install Glulam to your exact specifications.

• Glulam post & beam project specialists
• Feature trusses, ridge beams & structural frameworks
• Beams in stock for short lead times
• In-house detailing & cutting
• Full project management & guidance

The redevelopment of Mayfield Depot,
a soulful regeneration project in central Manchester.

Watch the drone factory tour on our website
Please get in touch to discuss your timber requirements:

Tel: 01738 840258 www.glenalmondtimber.com
Glenalmond Timber Company, Station Road, Methven,Perthshire PH1 3QF
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(more) What I Did on My Holidays
Each year for the Autumn Quarterly we ask
RIAS members the familiar back-to-school essay
question, “What did you do on your holidays?”
As with last year the rich and evocative reports
we received were too many for one issue.
These pieces, held over from the last Quarterly
demonstrate, once more, that even on vacation,
the vocation of architecture remains in focus –

© Graeme Nicholls RIAS

for cameras, drawing pads and minds.
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Flights of Fancy in Frankfurt with Friends
My holidays this year took the form of a

It is understandable that for both

Union. The city is home to fourteen of

series of city mini-breaks, as usual dictated

Germans and Allied Forces alike, they might

Germany’s fifteen tallest buildings, including

by the cheapest rates on the Ryanair website

want to forget the war and associated

the second tallest building in the European

(other low-cost airlines are available). In

atrocities and so this architectural Tipp-Ex

Union, the Commerzbank Tower, second

September, a new daily direct route from

offers a solution. There are, however, small

only to The Shard (for the moment at least).

Glasgow to Frankfurt opened (honestly, not

reminders of World War II, most notably

Coincidentally, the geographic centre of the

working on commission here) so prices were

the metal cobbles which commemorate the

EU is approximately 25 miles from Frankfurt

keen and so was I.

deaths of local Jewish residents.

Central Business District. The new shopping

Architecturally, Frankfurt is very much a
tale of two cities:
On one hand, you see a faithful

It’s not all bad news for you Modernists

arcade also boasts some exciting glass

out there. There is a vast portfolio of modern

interventions, to entice in even the most cash

and commercial architecture. Frankfurt’s

strapped tourist...
Architecture aside, Frankfurt is a

recreation of its ‘Altstadt’ (old town) including

handsome IG Farben Building became the

the Cathedral. Renovation works started

headquarters for the American Zone of

delightful city to visit and a good weekend

after World War II, following devastating

Occupation after World War II – unlike most

destination when the commercial hotels are

attacks by the Allied Forces and are still

of the city, the Allied Forces intentionally did

quiet and therefore cheap. Free walking tours

on-going. Even new buildings in this area,

not bomb this then-new modernist structure.

are available, however if you’re feeling the

such as the new Historic Museum, have a

With Frankfurt becoming the American base

drouth why not splash out on the Ebbelwei-

strong vernacular influence. The result is an

in post-war Germany, their influence can be

Express and see the city from the ‘comfort’

ordered, visually pleasing, nostalgic city core,

felt throughout the city and most visibly its

of an old tram whilst being plied with local

home to a portfolio of recreated ‘historic’

commercial architecture. They even have a

Apfelwein and pretzels.

buildings, most of which are in fact less than

Richard Meier on their south bank museum

seventy years old. Prince Charles would

corridor. The Central Business District

Frankfurter! Good enough excuse as any to

probably approve – the oblivious tourists

has earned the nickname ‘Main-hatten’,

go back me thinks…

certainly do. Think Main Street Disneyland

a pun derived from the Main River which

meets Poundbury.

dissects the city and its American-influenced

Amidst all this, I never did have a

architecture. Frankfurt is now a vibrant and
“Nostalgia … is a way of fishing the past from

wealthy city – it is home to the European

disposal, wiping it off, painting off the ugly

Central Bank and stands to benefit further

parts and recycling it for more than it’s worth”

post-Brexit when it will replace London as

Mary Schmich

the largest economic centre in the European

Kenneth Blackburn RIAS
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New Zealand

Visiting Rotorua took us via Tirau – the

Not having seen my brother for ten years,

Japanese engineer’s solution to the problem

my nephew’s wedding was all the excuse

is affectionately known as the “Nippon Clip-

Corrugated Capital of the World. A wool

needed to go to New Zealand. Arriving in

on” as a lane was simply clipped onto either

shop shaped like a sheep may be kitsch but

Auckland at midnight gives you no idea of

carriageway.

it’s wonderful too. The town rejoices in its

what the traffic is like during the day, empty

We stayed in Cambridge, a picturesque

corrugated glory – great fun. Rotorua is

streets vs gridlock. Morning coffee by the

town the size of Dumbarton. Here we

better known for its geysers and mud pools.

harbour introduces a country that takes

found an interesting side to NZ housing

The scent is not quite all-pervading.

coffee seriously. Barista is a recognised skill

development. Rather than build an estate

Napier portrays itself as Art Deco City;

and it shows, or rather tastes. NZ coffee

of houses to sell, developers divide out the

flattened by a massive earthquake in 1931

remains the best I have ever tasted. A sail

plots, or “sections”, install the infrastructure

it was rebuilt in the Art Deco style. Low

round the harbour gives a view back to

and you build your own home. This results in

relief geometric decoration in pastel shades

the Sky Tower, Auckland’s major landmark.

occasionally delightful juxtapositions where

abounds. Most buildings are two storey,

Daredevils bungee jump off it. The bridge

the faux traditional sits next to the most

mainly from fear of a repeat quake at the time

across the bay to Devonport became so

modern looking; both being timber framed

– it raised the town over two metres.

busy that it had to be widened and the

and usually single storey.
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Several major buildings were designed
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naming his restaurant after himself.

by Louis Hay, a local architect who was a

is a problem, while the first-floor elevations

follower of Frank Lloyd Wright and had

on each street are carefully maintained, the

designed a number of houses in the Prairie

generality of the shop fronts are degenerating

housing a prow from one of the original

Style. His Australian Mutual Chambers is

into that sameness pervading Everytown;

ships of the Tainui people who settled the

particularly striking. Among his pupils was

international traders permitted to erect their

area before the British arrived. Uenuku is

a young Basil Ward who later worked his

logos and colour schemes regardless. Nearby

sacred to the Māori and when on loan to

passage as a “coal trimmer” on a steamship

Hastings which also suffered the quake

the National Museum this beautiful carved

to UK and became one of Connell Ward and

seems to have a better grip.

timber turned itself through 90 degrees in

Lucas, famous for High and Over and other

Otorohanga has a night-for-day enclosure

Te Awamutu has a fascinating museum

the night three times in order to face the

key modernist houses in England. Other

for Kiwis; those strange, fierce flightless birds.

sacred bird stone that it had been originally

notable architects were EA Williams and

You can feed parakeets from your hands in its

paired with in legend. The other major exhibit

CT Natusch. Napier has an Art Deco Week;

enormous aviary. The town briefly changed

is dedicated to Split Enz the local band who

people flock to the city dressing as flappers,

its name to “Harrodsville” and all the shops to

later metamorphosed into Crowded House.

driving open topped Duesenbergs. Shops

“Harrods” in 1986 when a well-known London

sell period dresses and fedoras. To me there

shopkeeper threatened to sue a local man for

Douglas Read PPRIAS
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Italy – A Pilgrimage to Sommocolonia
Tuscany. Architects ‘get’ Tuscany, especially

Gallicano which is as far as my train takes me.

in summer, right? All cypress lined roads,

Gallicano is two towns: the old town, higher

colour and art. Terracotta, bougainvillea,

up, tumbles down to the river and is where

poppies. Pisa, Sienna, Florence. Michelangelo,

the American 5th Army was headquartered

Brunelleschi, Giotto. More masterpieces

in 1944. The new town, on the valley floor,

than we can cope with, ever, and smells like

is industrial, commercial: car dealerships,

Valvona & Crolla to the max. Simultaneously

supermarkets, builders’ merchants; the

seductive and overwhelming.

trappings of daily life in 21st century Italy. It’s

But there’s another Tuscany:

on by road now, to Barga.

mountainous, snow clad in winter. I’m on

Barga, ‘second home’ of artist John

a pilgrimage to part of it. The Garfagnana

Bellany (there’s a Bellany Gallery there) is

and the “Gothic Line”, where some of the

dubbed “the most Scottish town in Italy”.

bitterest fighting of WW2 was fought. I’m

Linked with generations of Scots-Italian

heading somewhere particularly poignant

families, it hosts an annual Fish & Chip

and controversial, Sommocolonia.

Festival and elegant Italian ladies taking

The River Serchio scours between

coffee and crostata call each other ‘Hen’.

the Apuane and Apennine Alps. Here are

Barga’s medieval walls have seen fighting too,

Tuscany’s nooks and crannies. Deeply

but as much from Ducal feuding as from later

folded creases blanketed with sweet

conflicts. Plastered against the foot slopes

chestnut, volcanic jagged peaks reshaped

of the ever-tightening valley, the streets and

by earthquakes and landslides. Hill-top

steep stepped alleys clatter with heels and

villages, fortified against ancient siege, perch

the subtle whiff of summer drains follows me

improbably, organic, rooted like lichen and

round.

linked by old mule trails. These are places to
breathe and recalibrate.

Last lap and I’m climbing the vertiginous
hair-pinned roads to Sommocolonia. I park

A local train north from Pisa to Lucca,

and walk the last few hundred metres

18km of flat, fertile, land, carpeted with small

through the village, glimpsing past and

farms tended by old ‘contadini’ on red ‘toy’

present, to a viewpoint and a tiny memorial

tractors. Lucca’s 11km long medieval city wall

platform. Rustic railings guard simple stones,

is topped by a tree-lined boulevard and the

shaded by scrubby trees, marking the deaths

historic centre is pedestrianised; fashionable

of seven partisans and one American soldier.

joggers and conjoined lovers circulate both

Lt John R. Fox, being over-run by German

un-selfconsciously. The streets, cobbled and

and Italian troops, called an artillery strike

stone slabbed and flanked by tall buildings

onto his own position. Along with his body,

with overhanging eaves, link wider piazzas

relieving troops found hundreds of enemy

like the Piazza Anfiteatro: elliptical, colourful,

dead. But Fox, from the 92nd Infantry, was

restored by Nottolini for the Bourbons.

a ‘Buffalo Soldier’, an African-American.

There’s much more to see, Lucca’s a working,

A deeply segregated military resisted

cosmopolitan, university city, but I’m still on

recognition of his suicidal heroism, so it was

my mission.

1982 before he received a Distinguished

I’m in the Garfagnana proper now. The

Service Cross and 1997 before President

train growls and grinds into the maw of the

Bill Clinton presented to Fox’s widow

Media Valle del Serchio and the valley sides

the Congressional Medal of Honour. In

rear up and close in. I’m passing Borgo a

Sommocolonia, though, he was honoured

Mozzano, under the extravagantly arching

then and is remembered still.

Ponte della Maddalena, “The Devil’s Bridge”.
Past Bagni di Lucca (a volcanic hot spa
town), Fornaci (furnace) di Barga and on to

40
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London
The annual Lord Mayor’s Show has been a

featured in their Open House weekend.

major fixture in London’s cultural calendar

This annual pan-London event sees over

for over 800 years. It has been referenced

800 buildings across the capital, that are

in Samuel Pepys’ diaries, the work of

not normally accessible, open their doors

Shakespeare and perhaps, most famously,

to visitors. The public’s selection, which

in Canaletto’s paintings. James Bond even

featured the Gherkin, St Paul’s Cathedral and

pays a visit to the Show in Ian Fleming’s

Royal Festival Hall, amongst others, forms an

novel Dr. No. It was with this rich history and

important part of Open City’s branding. Each

sense of tradition in mind that I travelled to

of the buildings has been represented as a

London this November to watch my first

green-hued 2 dimensional ‘icon’ which will

ever Lord Mayor’s Show ‘in-the-flesh’. I had a

feature in their printed materials, website and

great reason for being there this year – I had

even t-shirts. Combining this idea of iconic

designed a float in the parade!

London buildings, along with Open City’s

Since launching my practice in August
last year, I have found myself travelling to

‘humanised’ was the starting point for our

London regularly. I was not particularly

design.

familiar with the city in the past, having only

We also took inspiration from the

visited occasionally, so I have been enjoying

rich history of combining architecture and

getting to know it a bit better more recently.

costume. Notable examples include the

In each of my trips I have enjoyed combining

1931 Beaux Arts Ball in New York, which saw

work with visiting family who are based

architects dress as their creations. Perhaps

there and have also taken the opportunity to

the most memorable was William Van

enjoy cultural events and to see the best new

Alen, who took on the guise of his Chrysler

architecture.

Building. We therefore turned each of the

My first trip this year was in early summer,

© Graeme Nicholls RIAS

mission to make architecture accessible and

25 buildings into a costume, to be worn by

when I had the chance to meet up with fellow

Open City volunteers during the parade.

Glaswegian Rory Olcayto who recently took

Costumes consisted of monochromatic laser-

up the position of Chief Executive of the

cut masks in the same shade of green as the

charity Open City, having taken over from

new branding and black waterproof capes (it

the charity’s founder Victoria Thornton

is London in November after all!). The float

OBE in March 2016. As an educator (I have

itself featured a stylised city skyline, which

been a Design Unit Master in the University

formed a protective edge to the rear of a

of Strathclyde Architecture Department

flat-bed truck. It travelled around the parade

for over a decade) as well as working in

route while the volunteers created a number

practice, I have always been a fan of Open

of live ‘capriccios’.

City. I particularly admire the work they do

It has been a real privilege to have had

to champion a more liveable and vibrant

the chance to collaborate with Open City

city which is accessible to all through the

and Canary Wharf on such a fun project.

provision of well-designed spaces and places.

Seeing the enthusiasm demonstrated by the

It was really exciting therefore to be invited to

volunteers first hand during the Show has

work with them, in collaboration with Canary

been very rewarding and it was a delight to

Wharf Group, who had selected Open City as

have the opportunity to enjoy it as part of the

their charity partner, to design a float for the

crowd!

2017 Lord Mayor’s Show.
Open City are marking their 25th
anniversary this year and as part of the
celebrations they had asked the public to
vote for their favourite 25 buildings which

Graeme Nicholls RIAS
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Malawi
Affectionately called the “Warm Heart

home. Though the role of women in Malawi’s

and dancing. They had been awaiting our

of Africa”, Malawi is one of the smallest

society is now evolving. The nursery school

arrival and already saw us as part of their

countries in the continent. It lies to the

we were there to build was to encourage and

families before they had even met us, their

Southeast and is landlocked by its neighbours

teach young children basic levels of English

genuine happiness was so humbling. We

Tanzania, Zambia and Mozambique. After a

and Chichewa (the language in the south

grew to know the families and builders over

long day of travelling from Scotland (over 24

of Malawi) so they can start primary school

the following days and fell into a regular and

hours including layovers in various airports)

without a blank slate.

easy routine.

On our forty-minute drive each morning,

Their ambition and hope in their country

in Kenya to Blantyre, Malawi. We flew over

the hustle in the centre of Blantyre stretched

is truly inspiring. Malawi, like other countries

the red scorched ground, in the smallest

out to the nearby towns, Limba and Zomba,

in Southern and Central Africa, were first

and bumpiest plane, with views of Mount

which had been engulfed by the city.

“discovered” or at least brought to the

Kilimanjaro in the distance peering through

Homemade homes clung to the sides of the

knowledge of the Western World by David

the clouds.

surrounding hills, many of which were illegal

Livingstone. Since its independence in 1964

and erected within one night. The busyness

it is felt by many of the people we met that

‘Classrooms for Malawi (CfM)’, a charity based

melted away and was replaced with stunning

little has been done in terms of progress and

in Rutherglen just South of Glasgow. CfM is a

views of the hills that surrounded the city.

development to move the country forward.

relatively young charity of five years but with

We had a minibus as transport to the

Small initiatives and charities are doing great

huge ambition, having built and renovated

site each day but an amazing woman, the

things and much like CfM there are a number

over 70 classrooms in that short time. They

wife of CfM’s Malawian employee, joined us

of charities in both Malawi and Scotland that

work directly with villages and local builders

most days and took some of us in her car.

work to create a better future.

to create sustainable projects, working with

We quickly became close and very open

the idea that the work is “a hand up not a

in our conversations. As this was the first

filled the two weeks with so much learning

hand out.”

time I had been involved in charity work I

and laughter. Saying our goodbyes at the

asked how the people in the village truly felt

airport to the families and country that

way out of poverty. It is common for girls

about us visiting. Instead of answering she

looked after us so well did not seem like a

to complete primary school but to then

simply said “wait and see”. We were met with

final ending and I truly believe I will be back.

become distracted, leaving school with many

a vibrant welcome by the grandmothers,

becoming pregnant which then keeps them at

mothers and children of the village singing

the final leg of our journey was from Nairobi

I travelled out with a group from

CfM believe that education is the best
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The people we met and worked with
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Bergen

Orkney was part of Norway as recently

able to make the single short hop across

inlet and the UNESCO World Heritage Site

as 1468 and, in a place which has 5000

the North Sea to the old Norwegian capital,

at Bryggen lies along the North side. The

year-old houses lying around, that really is

Bergen.

painted gables of the wooden buildings built

recent history. For centuries the sea was

Bergen’s new airport terminal opened

by German merchants face the harbour. The

not a barrier, but the most effective way

just after we returned in August but the

area round Bryggen is somewhat taken over

to travel long distances. Orkney was a hub

new tram line was open and will take you

by mass tourism but the Hanseatic Museum

of sea travel, not least for the Vikings, who

from there to the heart of the city in around

and Schøtstuene are well worth a visit to

established an earldom, built a cathedral

40 minutes. The city is centred round the

get a feel for life here in the 17th and 18th

and left us a tangible heritage in language,

narrow inlet at Vågen and sprawls among

centuries.

placenames and DNA.

the surrounding mountains. The topography

At the head of the inlet sits the fortress of

Our holidays from Orkney usually

is best appreciated by taking the funicular

Bergenhus including the medieval hall of King

begin with a day spent hanging around one

to Fløyen from beside the Fishmarket and

Håkon Håkonsson, last of the great Viking

of the Scottish airports to make onward

looking down over the city from 320m. The

Kings of Norway. His court in Bergen was a

connections, so it is a great pleasure to be

Fishmarket stands at the head of a narrow

centre of European culture till his death in
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Orkney in 1263 after the Battle of Largs. All

view of the fjord forming the backdrop to the

at key locations on the national highways.

around the city centre picturesque lanes of

stage. The KODE galleries show some of the

Driving is relaxed and you will find yourself

timber houses, some dating from the 18th

best of Norwegian art, including works by

in frequent road tunnels, perhaps including

century, climb over the hills and promontories

Munch, Astrup and Dahl.

the world’s longest at Laerdal (24.5km). If you

and a number are preserved at the Gamle

From Bergen you can easily explore the

prefer public transport, fast ferries continue

fabulous scenery of Sognefjord to the North

the use of the sea as a highway rather than an

or Hardangerfjord to the South. There are

obstruction, whilst the train will take you over

increasingly important International Festival

architectural treasures to find ranging from

the mountains to Oslo and beyond.

and a string of big name performers

mysterious, millennium-old stave churches

appearing throughout the summer. You can

to the glacier museum at Fjærland by Sverre

visit the home of Edvard Grieg and hear his

Fehn. A number of folk museums preserve

work performed in the concert hall that has

vernacular houses and farms, such as at

been brilliantly wedged into a gulley in the

Voss and Agatunet. Along the way you may

rocks beside it: the composer’s hut and his

come across some of the viewpoints created

Bergen museum.
Bergen is a cultural centre with an

Leslie Burgher RIAS
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Workshop in Exeter
As the summer of 2017 – and the tumultuous

practitioners in this field and the focus on a

being checked with a level and strimmed to

fun provided by post-Brexit year out

user centric approach to improve the whole

prepare for finishing. The walls are dynamic,

placement hunting – progressed, I found

process from initial discussions through to

vapour permeable systems – actively

myself in quite dire need of a holiday. In

construction”

responding to changes in temperature and

architectural circles, such holidays often entail

Hawkland’s workshop took place as

moisture within the indoor environment.
I was fortunate to be able to work on-

hotel balconies accompanied by plentiful

a phase in construction of a building for

wine, touring celebrated constructions or

Shillingford Organics, an organic produce

site for another two days, allowing me to

chronicling well-trod adventures through

company. The farm office emerges from the

refine the craft and what stood out to me

the lens of a camera. However, my own

site of where a stone barn once stood, a

most was the beautiful accessibility of this

reprieves traditionally take the form of

revival wrought a new in timber and clothed

method. Once you cross the ‘respecting

leaving the metropolitan behind, immersing

in the client’s own straw. Throughout the

your tools’ bridge with the alligator saw and

in the ecological, meeting people involved in

day, David and Chris, both graduates of the

baling needles and conquer your bale-

environmentally-friendly construction and

Centre for Alternative Technology, imparted

splitting knots it all becomes therapeutically

learning by doing, a kinaesthetic process of

fundamentals of straw-bale construction

immersive: each action flowing calmingly into

gaining knowledge. So, when the possibility

and its science through engaging dialogues

the next like gentle, rewarding clockwork.

arose to join a friend I met last year whilst

accompanied by skilfully guided practical

There I was, 5’5 of no (practical) prior straw-

on a hempcrete self-build in the Alps, on

tutorials. Once acquainted with the economic,

bale experience before the workshop and

a workshop his company was giving on

environmental and health benefits of the

after a couple of days of patient mentoring,

straw-bale construction, I leapt at the chance.

system we were introduced to our core

I had become an asset to the build and

Spending the train journey between Glasgow

building material: the bales.

contributed to a building that can stand over

and Exeter immersed in Building Happiness; a
treasure trove of enlightening essays.
In their own words, Hawkland Ecological

There is a great deal more to straw-bale
construction than many will be aware of. The
process itself is inherently organic. You begin

a hundred years – providing a lasting source
of immense satisfaction.
I could not recommend getting physically

Construction is “A social enterprise

by ‘dressing’ your bale to give you a starting

involved with sustainable building more.

specialising in the use of natural materials in

point for dimensioning, you then re-size it

These crafts are incredibly rewarding

construction for new build and renovation.

by ‘splitting’ it before ‘dressing’ once more

to work with and allow the creation of

We focus on working with the client to

before placing into the wall – although you

beautiful buildings. A healthier and more

realise their vision of a natural, healthy and

have not yet finished with that component.

compassionate beauty, that goes far beyond

high performing building. This is achieved

Compressive forces are worked with and

aesthetics.

through the combination of our knowledge

not against; walls are straightened using

and unique approach as a company,

potentially the most satisfying tool ever

our supporting network of experts and

conceived: the ‘gentle persuader’, before
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Urbino
A change being as good as a rest, my holiday

unknown Renaissance master. And around

I look again at any Piero I see and learn more.

in late September was to guide a group round

the corner we were refreshed by drinks in

So there was hardly a chance even to add

all those works of Piero della Francesca

Ron Arad’s psychedelic hotel bar, where

quick sketches to my little notebook – other

which remain in the places which he knew

today’s technology allows a ‘70s dream to be

than from the hotel bedroom window in

and where he painted – which is almost all

realised.

Urbino.
The fairy-tale torricini (the pair of towers

of them. We had run this tour before and

Then it was up into the hills to the

luckily were not ambushed by events (last

unique Urbino. Here, beyond the greatest

framing the façade facing the road to Rome)

year there had been an earthquake not far

of renaissance palaces, though modest

identify Urbino and locate you within it.

away). But on the very first night, walking

doorways the unspoilt city opens into the

back from a restaurant, a foot fell into a dark

late 20th century university buildings of

Francesca, unexpectedly find themselves

hole, the body twisted, ankle broke in two

Giancarlo De Carlo. Continuing west, over

encouraged also to admire Giancarlo De

places and, from the Italian A&E to insurers

the hills known from Piero and Leonardo

Carlo’s buildings in the city, such as the

flying the unfortunate couple back from

backgrounds, we descended into the upper

School of Education – with its roof garden

Bologna to Glasgow within 48 hours, it was

Tiber valley, to Arezzo and Perugia and Città

overlooking the countryside and even his

an inauspicious start.

di Castello. Between these, on the border

student city on the next hilltop. It is always

Art lovers, come to visit Piero Della

of Toscana and Umbria, sits Sansepolcro,

fascinating how British holidaymakers

Rimini – having had a wonderful hill-top meal

Piero’s hometown, where some of his

expecting Piero also enjoy De Carlo, just as

outside Cesena on the way and then time-

greatest works remain. But our tour will

those who think they are booked on Palladio

travelled to the unspoilt the mid-15th century

also not forget its Ristorante Fiorentino.

come away unexpectedly amazed by Carlo

Malatesta library nearby, which the Allies

Founded in 1807, this was where the British

Scarpa. But as for Piero himself, well I still

miraculously missed when flattening the

art-cultures who ‘discovered’ Piero in the

believe him incomparable. And I’ve now got

town in 1944. Its books still chained to desks

mid-19th century stayed when clinching the

to go off and argue the case that he sums up

and without electric lighting.

deal (secretly and in haste) to remove the

the human condition in three gazes case in

But our Piero trail began for real in

Baptism now in London’s National Gallery.

my talk “Piero’s Eyes.” And then that holiday

as the crude and inaccurate caption in

And it is where Alessia Uccellini, architect and

will be over; and it’s back to studying modern

architectural history classes used to say),

now restraunteuse and TV chef, served our

architecture.

around the great paradoxical Piero fresco

marvellous dinner.

At the Tempio Malatestiana (“by Alberti”,

we marvelled at the incomparable low-relief
figures by Agostino di Duccio, the greatest

Meals and night-time were my holiday,
much as I enjoyed the day job - for every time

John McKean FRIAS
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Response to Fried Urbanism

In RIAS Quarterly of Autumn 2017, issue 31, two figures eminent in

Modernists, influenced by the deified Le Corbusier and incapable

post-war British architectural and planning circles were mentioned

of thinking for themselves, found ocean-going liners, aircraft,

and quoted, referring to an article by Edwin Maxwell Fry (1899-1987) in

transmission-poles, silos and turbines ‘infinitely more beautiful than

issue 70 of Quarterly (November 1947).

traditional art forms’: if the proles did not care for those things or

William Graham Holford (1907-75), whose less than satisfactory

regard them as art at all, they could ‘go hang’, for the Modernists

designs for the precinct of St Paul’s Cathedral, London, did not stand

would address themselves ‘only to those capable of understanding’,

the test of time and who destroyed (from 1953) the sensitive master-

as Maxwell Fry loftily put it. Fry added that he and his contemporaries

plan (1931) for University College of the South West (now Exeter

were concerned ‘not with architecture alone, but with society’, as

University) by Emanuel Vincent Harris (1876-1971), demanded that the

they were ‘filled with a fervour as moral as it was aesthetic’ and also

draconian powers conferred by the Planning Acts of 1947 should be

revealed his true colours by claiming ‘the course of architecture and

implemented by ‘people with courage and vision’, by which he meant

town planning … will rest … upon the capacity of the common people to

devotees of the cult of Modernism who insisted on the tabula rasa on

understand and to appreciate the quality of good things and in doing

which they could impose their dystopian horrors. Holford’s influence

so to place their confidence in those who can best help them to it’.

was widespread in the UK during the first three decades after 1945, but

In the face of such assertions it is little wonder the ‘common

his reputation, while dazzling his overawed contemporaries, failed to

people’ eventually turned violent and vandalised the ‘good things’

outlive him for long. Those seeking his monument today should look

foisted on them by Modernists. The Victorian fallacy that art is

at Corby New Town, Northamptonshire, which he designed between

useful when it promotes moral good had resurfaced, well-larded

1951 and 1954.

with superior attitudes assumed by wishful thinkers who embraced

The dreary effusions of Fry, with their ‘call to arms’ (totalitarians

the fictional ‘machine aesthetic’. Fry and others, in thrall to an

always ‘demand’, ‘call to arms’, and shout slogans) are salutary

unscrupulous totalitarian, did immense damage: it is high time this was

reminders of the enormous damage he and other disciples of that

acknowledged by a profession long in denial.

old Fascist ‘Le Corbusier’ did to our towns and cities after 1945. Fry
rabbited on about ‘beauty’, ‘purity’, ‘richness’, and ‘delight’, but he had

Professor James Stevens Curl FRIAS

no clue as to what they meant: all he gave us were staccato slogans in
the manner of the false Messiah, Le Corbusier. ‘Think no more of the

Professor James Stevens Curl (Fellow) is the author, with Susan

Georgian Street’ he commanded: Edinburgh New Town was almost

Wilson, of The Oxford Dictionary of Architecture (Oxford; Oxford

completely destroyed thanks to nonsense like that. Perhaps if we

University Press, 2015, 2016). His Making Dystopia: The Strange Rise

looked more to Georgian precedents than to the dystopian fantasies

and Survival of Architectural Barbarism is due to be published in

of Le Corbusier and his dim-witted British disciples, the battered

2018.

urban fabric of these islands would look rather better than it does

In September 2017, Professor James Stevens Curl was

today, with vast uninhabitable areas of squalor and failed panaceas

awarded The British Academy President’s Medal, recognising his

which were nothing of the sort. For this monumental blunder by the

contribution to the wider study of the History of Architecture in

followers, not of a rational solution, but of a brainless pseudo-religious

Britain and Ireland. The Medal is only presented to scholars for

cult, the architectural ‘profession’ has much to answer.

‘outstanding service to the cause of the humanities’.
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Talking Openly about Mental Health

© Malcolm Cochrane

A wet and windy Monday morning did not deter a sizeable crowd

Practical support available through ABS

of architectural professionals, educators and students gathering to

Robert Ball, Chief Executive of ABS, was proud to talk about the

support the Architects Benevolent Society’s (ABS) mental health

already successful partnership between the Society and Anxiety UK,

support launch event in Edinburgh on 20th November. The topic is so

a leading national charity supporting people living with anxiety, stress

important and close to people’s hearts that the weather was no object.

and anxiety based depression. Since May 2017, ABS has referred

The welcoming venue of the Scottish Storytelling Centre and home

34 people to Anxiety UK, 26 of whom have had therapy, with 71%

baked cakes by Tom Hetherington (Architect and Great British Bake Off

measured as being successfully recovered.

star) also helped!
An inspiring line up of speakers including Angela Brady OBE,
ABS President, talked about the need to keep wellbeing and mental

James, an Architectural Assistant who had a course of Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy said:
“I have come a long way from where I started and definitely feel

health at the top of the agenda for individuals studying and working in

more confident to talk about my well-being and reach out if needs be.

architecture, architectural technology and landscape architecture. She

If the Society had not been able to provide me with help I don’t think

referenced the long hours culture and high levels of debt which can

I would have felt confident enough to push through the hardship and

contribute to mental health problems for people in the industry.

get to where I am now.”

Hannah Fothergill of Bennetts Associates spoke about what they

People who have worked in architecture, architectural technology

are doing as a practice to promote wellbeing for their staff with the

or landscape architecture for a year in the UK are eligible for this free,

aim of “all staff being only one conversation away from getting the

confidential support.

support they need” and normalising conversations about mental
health within the workplace.
Gloria Lo, Principal of OiSA Designs in Edinburgh shared her

Anxiety UK has a network of Approved Therapists, meaning
that support can be provided across the UK via a range of methods
including email, phone, face to face and Skype. Response times are

own personal experiences of a physical health condition which

quick so that people can access support when they need it most,

impacted on her mental health; meaning that normal expectations

generally starting therapy within two weeks of their assessment.

became daily stress; professionalism became a strain to deliver; selfconfidence became self-doubt and the effect on her income meant
she experienced financial strain. Gloria also highlighted the intensified

This offer of practical support to help the wider architectural
community was welcomed by all those who attended.
If you or anyone you know needs help and think you may be

pressures of working as a sole practitioner in comparison to working

eligible, please contact help@absnet.org.uk or phone 020 7580 2823 to

as part of a team in a practice. Her determination to overcome the

speak to one of the welfare team.

challenges she has faced came through clearly in her talk.
ABS is very grateful to the RIAS for their ongoing support for the
charity and especially for their help in organising this important event.

Katie Vivian
External Relations Manager Architects Benevolent Society
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RIAS Consultancy

A Fond Farewell
Brian Moore Hon FRIAS has announced his retirement from RIAS
Consultancy. Brian established the Consultancy with the late Charles
McKean some twenty five years ago and has been its Director over this
period. RIAS Consultancy’s formation was initially a ‘toe in the water’
approach to identify its potential for further development. Brian was
able to adopt this by combining it with his ‘day job’ as a management
consultant with Ernst & Young – and later as a Partner with Gardiner &
Theobald. In those early days, Consultancy identified an opportunity
for the construction industry to provide, through the RIAS, services to
clients who may be procuring a building project for the first, and often
only, time in their professional lives. This was particularly evident with
the introduction of the National Lottery through which substantial
grants were awarded to arts organisations for major projects, most
of whom, with all due respect, knew as much about appointing a
design team and managing a construction project as Brian did about
managing an arts venue.
Also at this time Sir Michael Latham published the findings of his
examination of the construction industry. His report, ‘Constructing
the Team’, was a catalyst for further opportunities for Consultancy
to consolidate its position as a unique source of impartial advice to
clients. These services proved to be popular to the point that Brian
became a full time Director of RIAS Consultancy. A wide range of
clients was attracted, mainly in the public sector where the need for
transparency and audit trails is paramount.
The main focus of RIAS Consultancy’s caseload became the
management of design team procurement; for over 100 clients from
around Scotland. These included Audit Scotland, The Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh, Scottish Ballet, Carnegie Dunfermline Trust, The
The Nuclear Decommissioning Authority Royal Observatory, The Royal
College of Surgeons, The National Galleries of Scotland, and numerous
universities, local authorities, colleges and private and state schools.
Under Brian’s Directorship, Consultancy has drafted procurement
best practice guidance for the Scottish Government, The Scottish Arts
Council and the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations and in
recent years he has got to grips with the new, somewhat controversial,
public sector procurement regimes introduced in 2016 by the Scottish
Government.
Brian has served under some thirteen RIAS Presidents in the

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS

course of his tenure and is grateful for the unstinting support he has

© Malcolm Cochrane

enjoyed from every one of them, and for the support he has had from
RIAS Secretaries Charles McKean, Sebastian Tombs and Neil Baxter.
Charlene Rankin has also been a constant stalwart in her role as
Consultancy Manager.
Jenni Shanks, an experienced architect with the energy and

The RIAS is very grateful for Brian’s endeavours over the years

enthusiasm, will now further develop the roles and successes of

and in particular the work he has done in support of Past

Consultancy. She will have Brian’s experience to draw on for a

President Willie Watt’s campaign to improve the procurement

handover period to ensure a seamless transfer and will continue to be

policies of Government and public bodies.

supported by Charlene.
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Architect in the Hoose

We would like to extend a huge thank you to the 122 RIAS Chartered

was to be able to consider whether an extension to the front of

Architects who signed up this year, offering their time, for free, for such

the house was indeed a possible option. His input has been key in

a great cause. This year, only 38 clients signed up and we hope that this

helping us to make these decisions.’

number will increase for 2018. We also hope to secure a patron for the

Architect in the Hoose Client 2017

scheme who will help raise the public profile, if you know of anyone
who might help, please let us know.

Thanks to this generous support we are on our way to raising over
£1000 for the Architects Benevolent Society. If you would like to take

‘The architect who came to the house was very helpful, friendly

part in the scheme in 2018, please sign up by contacting Charlene.

and professional. He listened carefully to the questions I needed

Rankin@rias.org.uk

answered in relation to what the options were for a possible
extension to the house and then sent me drawings and details of

Charlene Rankin

how that might be done. By far the most important thing for us

Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy Support

Cross Party Group
Chair of the Cross Party Group on Architecture and the Built

of the Scottish Building Federation, the second speaker. A lack of

Environment, Linda Fabiani MSP, welcomed the speakers and all

management capability is a real issue as is the balancing of health

those attending the meeting at the Scottish Parliament on the 21st

and safety versus production versus quality, concluding that a return

September 2017. The topic for this session, ‘After Grenfell’ heard from

to a direct employment model would only be beneficial. Donald

three speakers, drawing a lively debate and consensus that the current

Canavan, the third speaker, posed whether the current examples are

system has contributed to failures and must be revisited.

an exception or the rule. Although the governments urge to bring

Sandy Killbourn, Managing Director for Gartcarron Fire

construction management to a single point of responsibility has

Engineering provided facts and figures about fire risk, what went

resulted in fragmentation, Donald believes that it is the Government

wrong at Grenfell and acknowledged that the current review of

and politicians that hold the key to the solution and should take the

fire safety regulations was understandable and was likely to lead to

lead as the ‘first architects for change’.

changes in fire testing regimes. Employee competency and the huge
growth in outsourcing has led to a reduction of core responsibility in

Karen Stevenson

the building industry according to Vaughan Hart, Managing Director

Acting Secretary / Director of Policy and Development
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Students
The Incorporation’s student members continue to impress. In the selection of articles which follow the students at the
Scott Sutherland School tell us about their, almost 30 year old, student society and its impressive lecture series. One
student tells us about their exciting proposals for a community plaza in Madrid and another about a bathhouse located in
Strathclyde Country Park. The final student reflects on the contrast of light and shadows within the architectural context.

Place Resonance – Plaza de la Cebada, Madrid
© Subashini Ganandran
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57°10
The 57°10 society is a student-led

As a self-funded, not-for-profit

Edinburgh during their Market Street Hotel

organisation based within the Scott

organisation, 57°10 uses its membership

project, whereas Imogen Long from Haworth

Sutherland School of Architecture and

fees, as well as financial support from

Tompkins focused more specifically on

Built Environment at the Robert Gordon

external sources such as the Aberdeen

theatre design within existing buildings.

University. The society has been operational

Society of Architects, to arrange travel and

for over 29 years and is most noted for

accommodation for each visiting lecturer.

notable architects and artists, including

its lecture series, in which visiting guest

Although the majority of our members are

Jonas Lencer of dRMM, having recently been

architects, artists and built environment

students, professionals, alumni and the

awarded the RIBA Stirling Prize for their

professionals are regularly invited to present

general public are welcome to attend the

Hastings Pier project. In addition, 57°10 will

at the School on Thursday evenings. In recent

lecture series. We would greatly encourage

welcome the London-based practices of

years, the lecture series has attracted some

all practising architects across Scotland to

Coffey Architects and 31/44 Architects and the

of the most prominent figures in architecture,

attend some of our lectures, which have the

American artist James McNabb. The finalised

with past guests including David Adjaye, Peter

additional bonus of contributing towards

schedule for the Semester 2 lecture series will

St John and Andrea Deplazes.

CPD hours.

be released in January on our social media

The primary aim of 57°10 is to promote

The 2017/18 lecture series has been

In early 2018, 57°10 will continue to host

pages – if you would like to know more

contemporary architectural discussion

organised by the Presidents Thomas Perritt

within both the Robert Gordon University

and Danny Whitelaw with the assistance

and also the wider context of Scotland. Each

of the 57°10 Committee. This year we

also planning a travelling exhibition during

weekly lecture is intended to engage both

have already welcomed several UK and

next summer, building upon the success

students and professionals on many thought-

European practices to the School, including

of last year’s show which was held in

provoking issues, often beyond the typical

Sutherland Hussey Harris, Davide Macullo

London. To keep updated on 57°10, please

discourse of the School. The lecture series

and Neil Taylor, RIAS Emerging Architect

visit our social media pages on Facebook

also provides an opportunity to show visiting

of the Year 2017. Each lecture has been

– FiftySevenTenSociety, Instagram –

lecturers the fantastic architectural talent

distinctly different; for example, Rod Duncan

fiftyseventen and Twitter – fiftyseventen.

currently being developed within the Scott

of jmarchitects discussed the challenges

Sutherland School.

of working within the historic fabric of
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El Campo de la Cebada, Madrid – A Place of Social Purpose
As part of my Final Year in the

One of the oldest plaza in Madrid, Plaza

of a traditional public space and its concept

Cebada, has always been a place for trade and

lies somewhere between the contradictions

architectural course at the Mackintosh School

social interaction within the neighbourhood

of an open and intimate space. It remains as

of Architecture, I was introduced to the

of La Latina. Since the times farmers used

a free space that is subject to the intentions

opportunity of initiating and developing my

to harvest their crops on the square in the

of the community striving, solely based on a

design thesis here. Contextually, there was

16th century, the site has gone through an

bottom-up consensus and self-organisation

a clear display of community adaptation,

unsettling past with a number of architectural

without any imposed control apart from the

indeterminacy and expression that became a

attempts to regenerate its identity and

physical boundaries of the space and the

significant aspect in the project. Through the

purpose as a place of exchange and activities.

closing hours. Through the provision of basic

notion of place emergence and hybridisation,

Upon the demolition of a public sports centre,

necessities such as water and electricity – as

the architectural design scheme aimed to

the plaza is now left with a sunken urban

well as basic sports amenities by the local

create a sense of place which integrated the

void situated next to a partially redundant

council – the people created their own

contents of the everyday life from the campo

market, Mercado de la Cebada. The market

material solicitations which afforded a range of

into a landscape of catalysts that coherently

was built as a huge concrete building which

possibilities within the campo’s environment.

stitched the surrounding streets together

is currently fragmenting the whole plaza and

El Campo de la Cebada continues to respond

by creating a variety of urban enclosures.

disconnecting the surrounding streets.

to the dynamically changing needs, concerns

The existing market block on the site is

and capacities of the community to adapt

demolished in the scheme with its structure

scenographic public space, El Campo de la

and express themselves. They filled the space

harvested as an underground socio-cultural

Cebada, with a strong sense of community

with art, plants and furniture-making through

space accessible from street level.

participation reclaiming what seemed to be

recycling and upcycling which created a

their right to shape a cultural space within

landscape of catalysts for a variety of hybrid

is reimagined as a transient framework with

the heart of the city of Madrid. A campo for

events to occur, or be organised, at differing

varying spatial conditions and environments

art, games, assemblies, performances, sports,

times of the day.

where the street life, the community, the

The unused void has emerged into a

planting and other social programs, it became

The campo was like a butterfly with

Within my proposal, Plaza De La Cebada

passer-by of all ages and backgrounds will

a silent effort of the neighborhood, residents

a pasión por la vida (passion for life) –

not merely cross paths but situate themselves

of La Latina and the city dwellers creating a

emerging, changing, fleeting and fascinating,

in a moment and share a common place in

valuable archetype for the notion of urbanism

yet fragile. It was an exercise in democratic

time.

– indeterminacy, meaning and temporality.

urbanism and a public space in its purest

The campo currently defies the definition

sense with a strong social purpose.

Subashini Ganandran
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Bathhouse

Concept Model in Concrete and Timber

Acoustics and Materiality Axonometric

Site analysis often forms the foundation

process I looked at materials as a way to

fitting due to both the proposal’s programme

of any design project. Through analysing

create these desired acoustic distinctions and

and site’s climate.

the site and its surrounding context we are

used varying levels of solidity and mass in my

often able to glean a wealth of information

choice of materials to do so. Playing with the

above, the sauna takes on an almost temple-

which can help us reflect on the past and

solidity of materials allowed me to create a

like role due to its dense concrete walls,

inform the future. During my first year of

series of spaces which either subdued sound

elongated ceiling and lack of direct natural

study I completed a project for a bathhouse

from the outside environment, or in turn

light. A restrained palette of materials and

located within Strathclyde Country Park.

exposed the user directly to this, through a

limited input of sound and light make for a

Situated 13 miles from Glasgow and flanked

more permeable and lightweight application

contemplative space to relax and recharge

by a large motorway, disused theme park

of material.

both the body and the mind. A pier-like,

and dense housing, it presented a diverse

My hope was that in restricting sound to

Set within the hillside and entered from

timber structure wraps around the perimeter

range of inputs when exploring the sensory

the user in some spaces, their senses would,

walls and forms the outdoor showers. This

experience of the environment.

in turn, be heightened and the space would

space serves as an opportunity to refresh and

Having previously studied classical

become an altogether more spiritual and

cleanse after the quiet contemplation within

music and performance, the idea of sound

contemplative place. Conversely in those

the sauna. Suspended amongst the trees

as an influence upon space, whether that

spaces which were more exposed, a more

and with elevated views of the surrounding

be within a building or not, was something

refreshing and invigorating experience would

parkland, this space aims to reconnect the

of real interest to me. Through observing

be created, drawing on the surrounding

user with the surrounding environment as

and recording the distinct sounds and

environment’s climate.

well as reinvigorate.

characteristics of the site it became clear

This stark contrast in spaces was a

This sequence of spaces, each using

what an important role both the manmade

conscious decision and one which was largely

sound as a means to define them, has

and natural sounds played.

informed by the Finnish sauna typology. In

served as a valuable exercise in design as it

this, the user enters a timber sauna of a high

looks beyond the physical, allowing a more

in which acoustic qualities could define

temperature and after a period of time, exits

nuanced approach to design and one that

space and in turn define the programme and

and bravely takes a plunge in the snow or

impetus comes from an altogether more

atmosphere within it. As this exploration

cold lake. It was this sequence of events that I

sensitive and mindful direction.

evolved, it ran in parallel with my increased

aimed to emulate through the sensory design

interest in materiality. Throughout this

of my project and something which I saw as

Drawing on this, I began to explore ways
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Light and Darkness

Interior images of the concrete model of ‘A bathhouse in the woodlands’

Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung said

“If light is scarce then light is scarce; we will

Throughout my projects I have been trying to

immerse ourselves in the darkness and there

explore the beauty in the contrast of light and

“As far as we can discern, the sole purpose

discover its own particular beauty.”

shadow, in the context of my perception of

of human existence is to kindle a light in the

the similarity in how shadows and darkness

darkness of mere being.” From ancient times,

are praised in these two countries.

we have always been moved by the ceaseless

Junichiro Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows

light emitted from the sky. In complete

Since I moved to Scotland from Japan,

In Romanesque churches, light punctures

although they appear to be completely

through deep darkness in cave like structures,

darkness, we can distinguish neither our

different, I have been feeling there is

penetrating the cold sacred atmosphere

own nor others’ existence. Still light exposes

something similar in their atmospheres.

in silence. Devout and knowledgeable

the outlines of entities and clarifies their

As Junichiro Tanizaki demonstrated in his

monks perceived the subtle light in the

presence, passing light reveals the passing of

book In Praise of Shadows, shadows and

deep darkness and observed faith in it.

time and reminds us of our own mortality.

darkness have always been abundant in

In Gothic churches, exquisite structures

Japanese culture. From ancient times we

towering towards the sky with large open

of architecture, but what do we seek in

have found beauty in the discrete, in things

windows bring more magnificent light in.

architecture? Is the natural light that allows us

that modestly step back from the forefront.

This intense and distinct light conveyed more

a blissful moment of feeling alive still valued

Rather than the brilliant rays of the sun, our

subconscious and overwhelming experience

in modern buildings? In my journey through

culture has cherished the dim light fluttering

to people, making the existence of churches

the architectural discipline I am eager to

in the darkness. The scenery of Scotland

more significant in society. The changes in

immerse myself in the pursuit of light and

has special beauty in it – streets flanked by

style of sacred buildings, which were the

shadow, while holding the image in my mind

heavy structures of stone masonry, buildings

most important figure of architecture at the

of the moment of standing under the deep

obscurely reflecting on almost colourless sky

time, not only influenced the actual structures

eaves of the temple, feeling the dim light

on their surfaces, the contrast created by the

but also significantly diversified the quality

seeping into the darkness.

shadows dropped on the landscape of valleys

of light embodied in their interior space. But

– restrained light from an overcast sky gives

why are we so enticed by light? What do we

just a glimpse of light to illuminate our lives.

see in light?

In our time more practicality is asked

Rinko Kurata
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Philip Johnson – Chelsea Walk (1967), from Never Built New York.
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Encounters and Positions: Architecture in Japan
Edited by Susanne Kohte, Hubertus Adam and Daniel Hubert
Birkenhauser; £38.00

The architecture of Japan exerts an enduring

ancient concepts such as wabi (understated

through a sequence of linked spaces. This

fascination for many architects. We tend,

elegance), sabi (patina) and ma (blankness).

strategy of deliberate ambiguity generates

however, to edit out the high camp kitsch

This new book comprises a series of

a sense of enquiry and results in a rich

and are drawn instead to the alien exoticism

interview transcripts which are augmented

spatial experience. The bereaved therefore

of its sacred temples and princely retreats

by six essays exploring issues such as cultural

are afforded the time to slowly progress

(such as the early 17th century Katsura Villa).

transition, the trauma of modernisation and

(process) through the building and reflect on

We also cherish a somewhat naïve belief

Japan’s influence on early Modernism. It

the transitory nature of life.

that contemporary Japanese architects

features a diverse mix of thirteen architects

operate in an innovative environment

spanning several generations including

introduction to Japan’s architectural scene

unfettered by bureaucratic restrictions

Toyo Ito, Sou Fujimoto and Go Hasegawa.

and try to dissect the ongoing allure of all

and our predilections are well served by a

The interviews were initiated as part of a

things Japanese. The role of Bruno Taut in

plethora of books and monographs saturated

lecture programme at Cologne’s Technische

championing the proto-modernist Katsura

with photographs of a particularly refined

Hochschule and the opening script focuses

Villa is cited as a transformative moment. His

sensibility – usually involving starkly minimal

on Pritzker Prize-winning Fumihiko Maki

historic first visit in 1928 sparked enormous

interiors and raw concrete.

(born 1928), who was instrumental in

interest and generated a swath of academic

publishing the Metabolist manifesto (1960).

books and architectural treatises. This book

architecture is promulgated in the West

Maki has gone on to produce a number

employs professional practice as a lens to

through seductive imagery artfully composed

of remarkable buildings which distil ideas

discern recurring patterns and peccadillos

with the precision of a fashion photo-shoot.

from both east and west. His design for the

– it demonstrates how real architectural

Visiting the actual buildings can sometimes

Kaze-no-Oka Crematorium project (1997)

intelligence can absorb outside forces to

prove a let-down but it’s commendable that

garnered considerable coverage due to its

enrich one’s own indigenous culture, without

surviving historic buildings are meticulously

deft deployment of oku – an ancient Japanese

compromise or contradiction.

conserved. A genuine reverence for the past

concept involving the displacement of the

and the veneration of age-old traditions

perceived subject in space. The key here is

also permeates contemporary practice and

not to immediately reveal the destination

many Japanese projects are imbued with

but oblige the visitor to embark on a journey

This (mis-)perception of Japanese
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Enlightenment Edinburgh
A Guide by Sheila Szatkowski
Birlin; £12.99

This is not, specifically, a book about

Britain, Europe, Russia and the United States

punctuation to acknowledge some of the

architecture. It is more than that and it is

to which Edinburgh was a leading contributor.

epochal greats that have emerged from

several books in one. Whereas a standard

The book inspires speculation and further

or through the city. The residences of

architectural guide might offer little more

enquiry as to the conditions that made for

august citizens are noted throughout the

than a description of the self-evident,

such fertile ground. Scotland at the time was

book, which serve to illustrate how new

plus a name, a date and a judgement call,

the most literate nation in Europe. It had

development was readily adopted and that its

Szatkowski kindles an appreciation of the

arrived from centuries of politico-religious

form facilitated and nurtured the vital sparks

social and intellectual nexus that produced

conflict and entered a confident age of

that had begun in the Old Town.

a miracle in stone – a bold, shared vision of

Improvement. Through pragmatism, action

how to build a supremely liveable city that

and clear ideals, coupled with population

laying of the Old College foundation stone

endured for a hundred years.

growth, rising disposable incomes and

was attended by a crowd of 30,000 and

industrialisation,

occasioned a half-day school holiday. The

Appropriately enough, 2017 marks 250
years since the adoption of James Craig’s plan
for the first phase of Edinburgh’s New Town,
an anniversary that has passed relatively

Edinburgh emerged to become an envied
model of modernity.
The jovial, contemporary caricature

Fascinating snippets include that the

practical difficulty of hauling stone through
the Dean Village prior to the construction of
the Dean Bridge is noted, as are a number

quietly in the city, certainly compared with

drawings by John Kay are used to good effect

of the buildings that have since disappeared

the blockbuster bicentenary exhibition of

throughout and convey the conviviality that

such as William Adam’s Royal Infirmary and

1967, which was in part occasioned by the

must have been a precious commodity of the

the Physicians Hall designed by James Craig.

serious existential threats to the city at that

city. The liberal inclusion of witty and well-

time. The guide is arranged, however, around

chosen quotations adds seasoning, as does

advancements of human endeavour and

eight districts, each with its own place map,

reference to 18th century phrases such as

enquiry, as well as the improving networks

broadening the conception of Edinburgh

‘disencumberment’ (where now we might use

and institutions of the city, the book

as a thriving hotbed of genius to the city

the thinner term of ‘decluttering’) to describe

penetrates appearances and conveys a

as a whole. Leith is omitted as the author

the civic improvements that succeeded whilst

rounded sense of what we have come to

recognises it as deserving of a volume in its

retaining the essence of the Old Town.

recognise as the Enlightenment and its

own right.
Whilst the city is the focus, there are
hints of the wider exchange of ideas across

The key building projects of the period

In highlighting some of the extraordinary

physical embodiment in Edinburgh.

are described as well as the civic bronzes,
new and old, that provide moments of

Ed Taylor RIAS
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Never Built New York
Greg Goldin and Sam Lubell
Metropolis Books; £22.75

My first impression was, what a great

in everything but scale, which is much, much

shield players and fans from the weather.

concept for a book! In Scotland, we’ve waited

larger.

Stephen Holl’s Bridge of Houses would

years for a title called “Unbuilt Edinburgh”

As in their previous collaboration, Never

have converted part of the famous “High

to be published, revealing phantom

Built Los Angeles, the authors have wheedled

Line” railway into an inhabited bridge, just as

opera houses, the Younger Universe and

images from practices’ archives, added a

Raymond Hood’s Skyscraper Bridges would

motorways scything through the New Town.

concise history to each project and spoken to

have spanned the Hudson with thousands of

However, so far that book has remained

some highly quotable architects. “If we built

apartments.

“Unpublished Edinburgh”.

cars the way we built housing, very few of

Alongside those are the weird and

us would be driving,” Moshe Safdie said of

wonderful concepts, such as Alfred Ely

New York features nearly 200 schemes from

his modern-day utopias, some of the more

Beach’s system of airtight subway cars

the two centuries since New Amsterdam

successful attempts to produce housing on a

propelled by atmospheric pressure, which

rose from a swamp between the Hudson and

production line.

is strangely reminiscent of an Isambard

New York is better served. Never Built

Of course, America was the birthplace of

Kingdom Brunel concept from half a century

of projects which never proceeded – such

mass production and in its heyday, New York

before. Perhaps this tube railway is no more

as Frank Lloyd Wright and Philip Johnson’s

was not only a World City – it was arguably

fanciful than today’s Hyperloop will turn out

rival schemes for Ellis Island – with alternative

THE World City. The height of its powers

to be …

versions of those that did – such as Central

arrived mid-20th century, firstly in Hugh

Park, the United Nations and the World Trade

Ferriss’ dramatic renderings and secondly

mentioned in her review of this book, the

Centre site.

with Robert Moses’ drastic urban re-planning.

typical line on New York is that it’s a city

Moses was New York’s version of Baron

in which architects build their worst work.

back to the Old World. New York’s City Hall

Haussmann, although his broad boulevards

Perhaps that’s true, because the schemes

could have been replaced by a neo-Egyptian

were designed for motor cars rather than

that didn’t get built are more imaginative than

pile designed by the expatriate Scot, George

troops.

those which did. It’s the distance between

East Rivers. The book consists of a mixture

There are a surprising number of glances

Ashdown Audsley in 1893. His scheme is

New York also had its share of archetype-

strikingly similar to Greek Thomson’s work

designers. Buckminster Fuller’s redesign

and like so many other projects in the first

of the Brooklyn Dodgers’ Stadium would

half of Never Built New York, it’s European

have created a vast geodesic dome to
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As the New Yorker magazine’s writer

those two poles which makes this book
worth reading.
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The Modern Hotel in Britain
Bruce Peter
Lily Publications; £30.00
John Poulson – The Badenoch Hotel, Aviemore, 1966 © Bruce Peter Collection

This is a new book about a typology

After the war, but before cheap package

of T Dan Smith’s plans to rebuild swathes

which has been ignored – the architecture

holidays to the Costa Brava took off, there

of Tyneside and ultimately their links to the

of Modernist-era hotels. It joins a short

was a boom in hotel building which produced

1960’s schemes which ruined John Poulson.

bookshelf on post-War leisure and travel

the Forth Bridges Motel and the Aviemore

architecture such as Always a Welcome,

Centre. One was based on an American

critically at the work of some darlings of the

David Lawrence’s history of motorway

concept – the “motor hotel” – while the other

Modernist era. The Esso Motor Hotel on

service stations in Britain and Alex de Rijke’s

aped Alpine ski resorts such as Courchevel

Queensferry Road in Edinburgh was designed

exhibition and book, On the Road, about the

and St. Moritz. The book explores these

by Morris & Steedman and the author is

art of engineering in the car age.

trends, their influences and examines how

generous in describing it as undistinguished;

successful they were both commercially and

their Erskine Bridge Hotel with its original

architecturally.

“Mockintosh” interior seems a poor pastiche

Bruce Peter is a Reader in Design History
at Glasgow School of Art and his book has
a strong Scots inflection. The book covers

Alongside the stand-alone resorts were

The Modern Hotel in Britain also looks

of 1960’s design.
Perhaps Bruce Peter’s main achievement

everything from the glamorous Moderne

1960’s mixed-use schemes which typified

hotels of the inter-war period, to dour 1960’s

the Modernist approach to urbanism:

is to uncover the work of relative unknowns

system-built concrete eggcrates, via a chapter

comprehensive redevelopment, usually in

who designed landmark buildings: thanks to

devoted to the influence of the 1938 Empire

concrete. Two notable examples were the

a good deal of primary research, his book is a

Exhibition on Scottish hotel design.

King James Hotel within the St James Centre

work of record which will appeal particularly

in Edinburgh, which has only recently been

to the 20th Century Society and fans of

Gleneagles, which was already behind the

demolished; and the Angus Hotel within the

Brutalism. It’s a well-produced paperback

times when it opened in the 1920’s and

Overgate Centre in Dundee, which is now a

illustrated with period photos and offers a

needed a makeover soon after completion.

distant memory.

very readable overview of a fresh subject.

Pre-war, we have the railway hotel at

It was overtaken by the roadhouses of the

Peter also explores what might have been

1930’s, like the Scotch Corner Hotel and full-

such as Arne Jacobsen’s unbuilt tower block

blown Modern Movement resort hotels, such

hotel at Eldon Square in Newcastle. It’s set

as the Midland Hotel at Morecambe.

into context using the fascinating side-story

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...
...WHO CAN EASE

THE STRESS OF THE
FIRE REGULATION
PROCESS?

SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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RIAS Chartered Practice/Practice Services 2018

RIAS

The Royal Incorporation
of Architects in Scotland

Practice Services

2018 Suite of RIAS Appointments

Practices site signboards. An
electronic copy will be sent to
you upon renewal.
Members will be aware
that the 2016 SBCC Building

SCA/2018
Scottish Conditions of
Appointment of an Architect
Compatible with RIBA Plan of Work 2013

Contracts suite is now fully in

ASP/2018
Scottish Conditions of
Appointment of an Architect
Small Project Version

use. Practice Information has
covered the changes in detail
Subscriber and Chartered Practice Beneﬁts
An information and advice service available
to all architectural practices by subscription

through the issue of Practice
Notes in 2017. Subscribers
can now access the fully
updated suite of RIAS Contract

Last revised November 2017

Administration forms 2016 as

The RIAS represents the
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

The RIAS represents the
Royal Institute of British Architects
in Scotland

free downloads.
The RIAS is launching its new

Architects have been amended

invited to renew their Practice

benefit from a 50% discount on

2018 suite of appointment

to reflect the changes.

Services subscription for 2018.

any practice CPD in 2018 and will

documents. The five

It is recommended always

be given priority of booking.

appointments will be available as

to seek legal advice before

meeting the eligibility criteria, a

free downloads for all Chartered

accepting either warranties or

certificate of Chartered Practice

Practices in the next few weeks.

TPRs.

Revision overview

Alternative Dispute
Resolution

Interest on outstanding
accounts

A reference to Alternative

Standard Forms of Appointment,
a core benefit which is at the

The late payment interest clause

included in all appointments

heart of the service. The entire

has been amended in all five

giving details of approved

RIAS suite has been updated.

appointments to make it suitable

alternative dispute resolution

The convenience of downloading

for consumer contracts. The

providers. This is a requirement

the most up to date form, the

new clause is aligned on other

of the consumer legislation and

peace of mind of knowing that

construction contracts.

the ARB.

our legal team and the availability

Third Party Rights

of online guidance notes on most

The option of scheduling Third

Schedule of Fees (not
ASP/2018)

aspects of practice are amongst

Party Rights (TPR) within the

The new Schedule of Fees in the

the most popular benefits of

RIAS appointments has now

2018 suite has been substantially

the service. Remember you can

been added in line with the

revised and expanded following

use the Chartered Practice logos

Contracts (Third Party Rights)

users’ feedback.

on stationery and marketing

(Scotland) Act 2017. The Notes for

Practices have now been

Upon renewal and subject to

Chartered Practices will

membership 2018 will be issued
to you. A subscription entitles
your practice to free exclusive
online access to all the RIAS

Dispute Resolution (ADR) is now

these are thoroughly checked by

material. You may be asked to
produce your Chartered Practice
certificate when tendering or if
you wish to purchase Chartered
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RIAS Standard Forms of Appointment: Answer to
Criticism

Standard Building Contract 2016 editions

MW/Scot

SBC/Q/Scot

Minor Works Building Contract

MW/Scot
or
MWD/Scot

SBC/Q, AQ
or
XQ/Scot

2016 edition

2016 edition

RIAS Contract Administration

RIAS Contract Administration

Architect’s Instruction

Final Certificate

for use in Scotland

Standard Building Contract
with Quantities

2016 Edition

for use in Scotland
2016 Edition

Practices should be aware that

as free downloads from the

the 2016 editions of the Standard

Practice Services website.

with criticism it is entirely

Building Contract suite are now

Notes are attached to each

appointment based on the RIAS

proper to point out to the

in stock and available to order.

form. The notes are designed

Form of Appointment. They

client and their agents that the

They can be purchased from the

to provide information on the

usually justify the amendments

RIAS appointment document

RIAS Bookshop, either online,

use, completion and issue of

by saying that the RIAS

is not drafted for the benefit of

over the phone, or in person in

the forms but do not constitute

Appointments are drafted for

architects alone. It was expressly

the Bookshop.

contractual advice.

the benefit of architects primarily

drafted to reflect what were

and that changes are necessary

the legitimate interests of

Contract Administration forms

to protect the client’s position

both architects and client and

and limit exposure to risk.

with the intention of avoiding

It is not uncommon for clients’
lawyers to request changes when
presented with an architect’s

The RIAS Legal Advisor writes:
When architects are faced

It is important to use

unhappiness and dispute. It has

Contract Administration
forms appropriate for SBCC
Standard Building Contract
suite 2016

that the use of Standard

stood the test of time therefore

SBCC has now published its

remain available for download

Forms without amendment is

it is unwise for parties to try to

Standard Building Contract suite

to allow contract administration

recommended. The use of the

tinker with something which has

2016. This completes the issue

of projects to reach completion,

RIAS Standard Form ensures

been in existence for a long time

of the three major suites of

practices are advised to use 2016

that the appointment is covered

and which is well understood.

contracts (Minor Works, Design

contracts for all new projects.

by the architect’s Professional

Also, earlier versions of the RIAS

and Build and Standard Building

Practices are reminded

appropriate for the particular
suite of contracts. Although
forms for the 2011 suites will

Currently Practice Services
subscribers can download

Indemnity Insurance. Any

Appointment Document have

departure from the normal

been considered by the Courts

Practices are advised that

standard of care risks being

and it is an advantage to have a

new Contract Administration

uninsurable.

document whose interpretation

forms have been added

can be readily reviewed by

to the current RIAS Suite

•

SBCC Minor Works 2016

reference to Judges’ decisions.

appropriate for use with the

•

SBCC Minor Works 2011

Standard Building Contract

•

SBCC Standard Building

Contract).

forms for the following suite of
contracts:

Contract 2016

with Quantities, without
Quantities and with Approximate
Quantities. They are available

•

SBCC Standard Building
Contract 2011
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General
Practice

Planning and Building Standards

Consultations and Review
Panels

Report on the work of the RIAS Planning Committee

Guides to Engaging an
Architect

Places, People and Planning
Position Statement and
Environmental Report
Consultation

The members of the RIAS

followed by a three stage

Planning Committee have

Parliamentary process where the

been involved in the Scottish

lead committee takes evidence;

Government, Review of the

there will be line by line scrutiny;

The RIAS attended the BEFS

Planning System, throughout

the third phase will be a

workshops and contributed

its existence. Most recently

Parliamentary debate and a vote.

to a joint response of the

the Convener attended the

stakeholder’s forum to the

workshop sessions arranged by

Committee has been

Scottish Government Position

BEFS and the further roundup

represented on the Department

Statement on Planning Reforms.

meeting in mid-September,

for Planning and Environmental

The responses to the Scottish

arranged by the Scottish

Appeals (DPEA) Stakeholder

Government consultation

Government. In an introductory

group and contributes the views

are now available online. An

address, John McNairney, the

of active practitioners. The next

independent analysis of the

Chief Planner at the Scottish

meeting is due in January.

responses is currently being

Government, emphasised

Members of the RIAS

RIBA has just published two

undertaken and will be published

the fact that we already had a

Planning Committee and staff

updated guides: one aimed at

in due course.

decent planning system and

were represented at Edinburgh

domestic clients and one aimed

planning should now move

Council’s workshop sessions, in

at commercial clients. They cover

Review Panel on Building
Standards (Compliance and
Enforcement) in Scotland

from micromanagement of the

their review of their planning and

both large and small projects.

built environment into a more

building standards service.

The guides offer a quick and

The Scottish Government has

Development plans will

proactive role.

The RIAS Planning

Against the background

easy overview of the value,

of the proposed process of

mechanisms and context of

set up a review panel following

remain at the heart of the

Community Empowerment,

appointing an architect.

the Independent Inquiry into

system with a plan led system

the RIAS Planning Committee

They are available from RIAS

the Construction of Edinburgh

with a stronger and statutory

initiated an examination of

Bookshop.

Schools (February 2017) (Cole

role for the National Planning

Place making, with a talk and

Report) and the tragic events at

Framework, which could be

presentation about the design

A Commercial Client’s Guide

Grenfell Tower on 14 June 2017.

co-produced with Strategic

of places, by Professor Alex

to Engaging an Architect RIBA

Development Plans teams across

Macgregor, academic and

Publishing £10

the country.

practitioner. It was noted

A Domestic Client’s Guide to

that some places work well,

Engaging an Architect RIBA
Publishing £10

The Panel will review the
building standards system
in Scotland in relation to

Simplified Planning Zones

compliance and enforcement

continue to be promoted within

while other designed places

and make any recommendations

the updated planning system

do not. A follow up talk on

for improvement.

but draw the comment that they

public health and wellbeing as

still appear to be a mechanism

a relevant consideration for

looking for a purpose.

place designers, was given by

Local Review Bodies will be
given an enhanced role, but need
to be supported by enhanced
training of councillors, to lift that
service up to a respectable level.
The intention is for a
Planning Bill in December
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General Practice

New standards for lifts
(EN 81-20 and EN 81-50)

Windows – making it
clear: energy, daylight and
thermal comfort

An introduction to flood
protection and flood
prevention

New Dementia Design
Principles Tool

NBS has published an article

The NHBC Foundation has

This online course by BRE is

Iridis is a cutting-edge app

under their ‘Knowledge’ area

published a new guide showing

designed for anyone that is

created to promote a better

of the website on two new

the impact of window choice

responsible for the upkeep or

quality of life for people with

European standards for lifts.

on performance for a range of

management of a building that

dementia. Made possible

Standard EN 81-20: 2014 sets

typical home types.

is a flood risk. It gives those

through a collaboration between

out safety requirements for

Many considerations have to

completing the course an

the University of Stirling

construction and installation

be taken into account in the

understanding of what is meant

Dementia Services Development

whilst EN 81-50: 2014 sets

selection of windows. However,

by the term “flood resilience”;

Centre (DSDC) and Space

out test and examination

achieving a good trade-off

information on where you can

Group, the app represents a

requirements for certain lift

between energy performance

find out if you are at risk; and

revolution in the implementation

components.

and daylighting, while minimising

what you can do to minimise

of dementia design principles in

the risk of overheating, is a

the impact of flooding on your

homes, workplaces, care facilities

particular challenge for today’s

building in the future.

and public buildings.

For further information visit
www.thenbs.com

designers. The guide illustrates
how glazing type, frame width,

For further information visit
www.bre.ac.

The app which has just been
launched is a digital version of

overall window area and

the DSDC’s research-based

orientation affect performance

Dementia Design Audit Tool –

and includes design aids to

meaning expert guidance on

steer towards the best options

dementia design is now available

and away from those with

at the touch of a button.
For further information visit

less satisfactory outcomes for

www.stir.ac.uk/iridis-app/.

occupants.
For further information and
to view the guide visit www.
nhbcfoundation.org

General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

edobie@rias.org.uk
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Supporting Business Owners When It’s Time to Sell a
Business

We have many clients who run their

to high-end British stores while Andrew

business to preparing for a future exit or at

own businesses and they have specific

Murray sold his previous company and now

the exit stage itself. When I start to construct

financial circumstances with their own set

specialises in refurbishing and building GP

this plan, I make sure that my clients don’t

of challenges. Our financial planners work

surgeries and pharmacies. Ann-Marie has

miss out on their available tax allowances,

with architects and other business owners

been helping Frazer restructure the company

such as pension carry forward.

through all stages of their careers, so that

so it will be ready for selling in the future and

when it comes to selling or transferring their

has advised Andrew on selling his previous

dividends and ensure that they have used

business, they can successfully convert their

business.

tax-efficient wrappers including ISAs. These
can be overlooked or their long-term benefits

business wealth into personal wealth.
In many cases, exiting a business is the
culmination of a lifetime’s work, so it is vital

I also restructure their income and

How Can a Financial Planner Help When
Exiting Your Business?

can be misunderstood. It’s really important
not to lose sight of them as many of these
wrappers can help to create tax-efficient

to get it right to ensure that you receive
the maximum financial reward. It is also

Ann-Marie: Building a solid financial planning

income in retirement. These are just a few of

important to start planning early, as you can

structure can help you effectively and tax-

the numerous issues a good financial planner

take more action and increase the chances of

efficiently transfer business wealth back into

would consider.

a successful transition.

personal wealth. Your business is likely to be

To find out more about how financial

your biggest asset and you have probably

Andrew: Before selling my business, I hadn’t

planners can help business owners sell their

invested not only your personal funds into

received any professional financial planning

businesses, we sat down with Ann-Marie

the company but also your blood, sweat and

advice, purely because everything I had was

Atkins, a Chartered Financial Planner in our

tears, so the pressure to maximise the return

invested in my company. Ann-Marie looked at

North West of England region and two of her

is immense.

all the things we needed to do to get us ready

clients.
Frazer Bradley runs a Manchester-based
business, supplying children’s clothing
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To formulate a plan, I consider where the

and in the best position for when the sale

client and their business are currently. This

went through. We started to make pension

could be anywhere between building up the

contributions, used available allowances and
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Finance

set up robust insurance policies. We also

business exit successful for a client, we know

restructured the income strategy between

that this is a joint effort between us, the

myself and my wife to make the most of our

accountant and other professionals involved.

income allowances before the exit. As soon

When we sit down together we can talk with

as the exit happened, we were in the office

confidence about the experiences we’ve had

with Ann-Marie and continued to work on my

with clients and can instil this confidence in

financial plan with the increased amount of

the clients themselves.

capital available and the structuring of further
investments to make sure they provided

Andrew: This experience has been particularly

the level of income we needed to maintain

key for me. One of the main things that

our lifestyle and preserve the capital growth

Ann-Marie has done for me is talk me down

going forward.

in terms of my attitude to risk. Being an
entrepreneur, my tolerance to risk is pretty

Why Did You Choose Tilney?

high – I’m open to taking a higher level of risk
on the basis of getting a higher level of return

Frazer: I chose to work with Tilney on my

with the risk of losing a proportion, or even

accountant’s recommendation who is a

everything. Ann-Marie has helped me to see

valued, trusted friend and professional who I

sense. I’m married with three children and

have worked with since I started my business

putting everything at risk is not a particularly

– I respect her opinion. She said that Ann-

wise choice! The money I have invested has

Marie was very good at what she does and

been spread across high and lower risk funds.

recommended that I see her. That was good

This way, I have the security I need for my

enough for me! I’ve got to know Ann-Marie

family, but at the same time, my appetite for

and I like her. To me, that’s half the battle.

some risk is satisfied.

Andrew: I was introduced to Ann-Marie

Is It Still Important to Receive Advice
Even If a Business Is Being Passed on And
Sold?

through a business colleague a few years ago.
I met with two other advisers from different
firms as well as Ann-Marie, but I really wanted
to work with someone who just ‘got’ what we

Ann-Marie: Absolutely. There are many ways

were trying to do. I got a sense with Ann-

to pass on wealth or shares in the business

Marie that she had our best interests at heart

with the help of a financial planner and an

so I decided that we would work with her and

accountant. The company structure can be

we’ve never looked back!

altered to make sure there are long-term
benefits for everyone involved and the

Frazer: The products and services offered

business is protected from unforeseen

by Tilney are great. This is helped in no

circumstances.

small part by the likes of Stefan Palenski

This article was provided by Tilney.
Readers may wish to contact them or
their own independent financial advisor
to ensure that their retirement and other
financial planning is on a sound footing.
To book a no-obligation initial
consultation please contact Graham
MacLeod on 0141 227 8018 or email
Graham.MacLeod@Tilney.co.uk.
Investments can go down in value
as well as up and you may not get back
the amount invested. Prevailing tax rates
and reliefs are dependent on individual
circumstances and are subject to change.

Tilney is an award winning financial
planning and investment company with
a heritage of more than 180 years. They
look after more than £20 billion on behalf
of their clients and offer investment
management, investment advisory and
financial planning services. The value
of investments and the income derived
from them, can go down as well as up and
you can get back less than you originally
invested. This is not advice to invest, or

(Director of Investment Management in

to use any of our services. Prevailing tax

Leeds), another very solid character. I feel

rates and reliefs are dependent on your

comfortable with Stefan and Ann-Marie
looking after my money.

individual circumstances and are subject

Ann-Marie: We’re able to offer such a great

Advice in relation to Tax and Inheritance

to change. We do not give tax advice.
Tax Planning is not regulated by the

service because we are used to working with

Financial Conduct Authority. However, the

business owners. We understand business
structures and work closely with accountants

Graham Macleod

to understand a client’s needs. To make a

Chartered Financial Planner, Tilney

products used in relation to mitigate Tax
and Inheritance Tax may be regulated.
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Insurance

Controllable Risks
I am a specialist risk manager at Marsh,

From a risk management perspective,

focussing on professional liability, with

client and work selection are probably two of

a background in litigation, claims and

the most significant controls that a business

it is important to recognise the challenges

underwriting for architects and other

owner can exercise. Admittedly, selection

of everyday business life, acknowledging

construction professionals. In this month’s

is an inherently challenging control to use

that even where risk processes are put in

article, I explore two areas of controllable

– an exercise of judgement which, if wrong,

place, they don’t always work. Most insurers

– and related – risk common to many

turns away good work. However, some

accept this, but prefer to insure practices

professionals, but which is particularly relevant

control needs to be exercised. Even a basic

demonstrating effort at proactive risk

for architects: client acceptance and novation

check comprising the following questions

management, rather than those making none

agreements.

would improve the risk profile of a business

whatsoever.

compared with leaving this to chance:

Client Acceptance
In my former roles as claims manager and

with accepting every job for every client)

While it is easy to suggest solutions,

It is good business sense for firms to
review their approach to client acceptance

•

underwriter, the value of firms having strong
business acceptance procedures (compared

ceiling on the number of cases referred.

•

Is this work we are able to do and want to

and novation and design procedures to

do more of?

minimise or control that risk. If you would like

Is this client an acceptable risk – will they

to discuss how we can help with risk, please

enhance or maintain our reputation?

raise this with your usual Marsh contact.

became clear. I often heard practitioners say “I
always knew the client would make a claim”,

Novation and Design & Build

The author acknowledges contribution from

or “the job was always going to be difficult”.

This leads neatly to another risk area where

Susan Moore to this article with thanks.

From experience, it always seems easier to

conversely the architect has little choice:

do high-quality work for the best clients, but

being novated to the contractor. Whether

John Kunzler

very hard with “difficult clients” or those with

foreseen at the outset or a post-tender

Specialist Risk Manager, Marsh Limited

“unrealistic” demands.

development, we recommend that firms get

Some firms had persistent problems

expert advice on any novation arrangements

with what they perceived to be difficult and

so that the amended appointment contains

unreasonable clients, or unrealistic work

only responsibilities they can fulfil. Clearly,

expectations (problems we all experience

the traditional concept of inspection and

occasionally). However, during my time

certification must be removed for this kind

as a claims manager and underwriter I

of novation. Often design professionals

always tried to bear in mind that picking

novating are also obliged to sign collateral

and choosing clients and work is a luxury

warranties back to the client and/or funders.

few enjoy; and fear of running out of work

This action forges anew the contractual link

often means many firms are reluctant to turn

dissolved by novation, thereby creating new

business away.

liabilities and vulnerability to claims. Although

Nonetheless, firms with the best claims

the professional indemnity policy, once

For further information, or you are unclear
on the best insurance option, please speak
to your Marsh contact.
At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

records seemed to be more adept at avoiding

triggered, pays defence costs for such claims,

RIAS Insurance Services

these clients and situations and so were

many cases settle without going to court.

Orchard Brae House

generally getting better premium terms (at

Therefore, even if successful there is no

30 Queensferry Road

least if I was underwriting them!). These firms

way to recover the (often substantial) costs

often seemed to be selecting their clients

involved, which will remain on the insured’s

Edinburgh eh4 2hs

for quality and only undertook work in their

insurance record.

core business areas, rather than taking on
everything and “dabbling”.

Those who take up RIAS Practice Services
can obtain advice for an annual cost, with no

Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
kevin.anderson2@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Thirteen times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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Humpty House, Kirriemuir
Ben Scrimgeour Building Workshop Ltd
© Nigen Rigden

Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen

Virtual Camera Obscura, Marischal College Quadrangle

Docklands Model City

The Aberdeen Society of Architect’s programme for the Festival of

around the main convention, with constructive discussions already

Architecture Legacy initiative over September and October 2017 was

underway with the School of Architecture to attract more students

received well, enabling the public to engage with their built heritage

– hopefully a welcome distraction at a time of their end-of-year

through our Virtual Camera Obscura and the Docklands Model City.

submissions!

We are now taking stock of the event as plans are developed to

The Chapter was represented on the judging panel of the

host similar events in the coming months elsewhere in our Chapter

Aberdeen Civic Society’s Annual Awards Scheme. Created to

boundaries. Our thanks go out to all involved, in particular the

recognise the contribution of works to the enhancement of the City

numerous volunteers and sponsors helped make it such a success.

of Aberdeen, the scheme attracted projects with a diverse range,

Plans for our Annual Dinner in 2018 are well underway. It is

including new office buildings, the internal refurbishment of a long-

scheduled for Friday 23rd February 2018, so mark the date in your

redundant Victorian Theatre and excellence in traditional craftmanship

diaries! For our venue, we have secured the wonderful Elphinstone

techniques. Those attracting awards were announced at a ceremony

Hall within the historic environs of the University of Aberdeen’s

in the prestigious Town & County Hall of the city’s Town House in

campus in Old Aberdeen. As well as a presentation from a keynote

October.

speaker, attendees will be able to enjoy an evening of fine dining and

We continue to input into the national Governance Review

camaraderie, while sharing the results of our Annual Design Awards,

initiatives being undertaken by the RIAS. As draft reports on these

with a number of promising entries received and under review.

emerge, they will be shared with Chapter Councils and the wider

We continue to enhance links with Aberdeen’s School of

membership for review in order for us all to input into the future

Architecture with a view to growing our offer of support to it and

shape and direction of the Incorporation. To that end, we hosted

its wealth of talented students and lecturers. We actively support

a workshop on the draft Strategy proposals, which will direct the

and promote the School’s fantastic 57°10’ weekly lecture series,

organisation’s resources on the priorities at a strategic level over the

with eminent practitioners presenting their works – attendance is

next few years.

encouraged and free to ASA members.
We are in the process of developing our next CPD workshops
for ASA members, building on site visits and contractual seminars of

Should you wish to take part in the Chapter, please contact us to
see where your talents can best be deployed. We take this opportunity
to wish you all a wonderful festive period when it comes.

previous events.
The RIAS’ national convention is due to be held in the Aberdeen
Chapter in May 2018 and we are assisting with identification of venues

Dave Chouman FRIAS

for the event. We are hoping to create a number of fringe events

President ASA
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© Ben Scrimgeour

© Kirsty McLachlan

Dundee

Humpty House

Ben Scrimgeour receiving the Supreme Award

The highlight of the Dundee Institute of Architects’ year, the DIA

This building does not just respond to its setting. It is a place in and of

Awards Dinner 2017, was held on 16th November. This year, 187 guests

the landscape to which it belongs.

joined us to celebrate the best of architecture in our chapter area.

Other recent events to report include the first in a series of six

Thanks are due to our sponsors, without whom we could not put on

lectures DIA is promoting in partnership with Architecture and Urban

such a show and also to the DIA team and their supporters who put in

Planning at Dundee University. In early November, Austin Williams

a shift to make sure the night went well.

gave an intriguing presentation on New Architecture in China to a

We were pleased to welcome Stewart Henderson, President of

combined audience of architects and students. Dundee University

the RIAS, as our guest for the evening. Jim Leishman, Provost of Fife

has close links with China and many of the students brought their

and one-time hero of Dunfermline Athletic, entertained the audience

own take on their home architecture to the event. Further lectures are

with a witty and at times emotional after dinner talk.

programmed and will be advertised through the DIA.

Twenty-six practices submitted a total of ninety-seven entries.

In January we will also be starting our annual CPD series of

Both totals were well up on previous years. The judges were Helen

lectures for members and will publish details before the end of the

O’Connor, Head of Architecture and Urban Planning at Dundee

year.

University, Jack McKeown, features writer at the Courier and myself.

Following on from September’s Doors Open Day, the DIA

We spent a couple of days and crossed several counties visiting

Photomarathon was a resounding success. People were invited to take

the shortlisted entries. We were privileged to see a wide variety of

and submit photographs over one day on architectural themes. Sixty-

projects and the quality of all was reassuringly high. We also met a

four photographs were submitted and we were impressed by their

number of clients and were really impressed with their enthusiasm for

quality. They can be seen at our Facebook page @DIADundee.

what their architects had done for them.
Awards are granted in 11 categories and the winners and

We organised a meeting at the end of November for our members
to discuss the draft RIAS Strategy. The DIA is keen to support the RIAS

commendations can be seen at our website. The Supreme Award, for

moving forward and we hope this was an opportunity for members to

the best project across all categories, was awarded to Ben Scrimgeour

discuss and input into how the RIAS works and how they would like to

Building Workshop for Humpty House, Lintrathan by Kirriemuir. The

see it develop in the future.

judges described this as is a subtle, original and beautifully crafted

Finally, I and the DIA would like to wish you all the best for the

building, absolutely appropriate to its context. It is both a family home

festive season and the New Year. I always wanted to write this – A

for Ben and Rosemary Scrimgeour and their young family and their

Merry Christmas To All Our Readers.

practice office. It talks to the history of living and working farm houses
but is open, modern and full of light. Work, meeting, family living and
dining spaces all link together and also to the outside landscape. When

Diarmid McLachlan RIAS

you’re inside you can’t help but feel connected to the woods outside.

President DIA
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Each table group reported back to the room on their discussions

November started with a flourish with the EAA Awards winners

© John Brennan

© Julie Wilson

Edinburgh

Julie Wilson, EAA President, reading the comments posted on the “sticky wall”

Of the themes that emerged from this process structure and

lecture event, held at Edinburgh University. Four speakers were invited

democracy was very much the focus of the evening, followed

to give a short 20-minute presentation on their winning projects.

closely by communication and membership services. During the

The evening was fast paced, lively and informative. Thanks to our

table discussions, equality and diversity also emerged as a theme

speakers Richard Murphy (Dunfermline Carnegie Library & Galleries),

with participants looking to the RIAS to consciously seek a diverse

Kieran Gaffney (house at Ravelston Dykes Lane), Chris Dobson

membership who in turn, would be able to participate actively in the

(Thistle Foundation Centre of Wellbeing) and Callum Ramsay (Dalkeith

organisation. It was felt that the RIAS should act as a positive advocacy

Country Park). Thanks also to Fiona MacDonald from the EAA for her

organisation for inclusion and diversity in the wider built environment

hard work pulling together this very enjoyable event.

sector.

At the RIAS Council meeting in September the draft RIAS Strategy

A full report of the workshop has been produced by the EAA and

2017-2022 and Operational Review was tabled and it was agreed

issued to RIAS Council and the workshop attendees. The EAA set

by the Council members to distribute the document to the full RIAS

up a specific email address for individuals to submit feedback and

membership by e-bulletin inviting comment by 13th October 2017.

the comments received are included in the appendix. There is also a

Within the EAA Council group we considered how member feedback

report from the Edinburgh Chartered Architects Network, which is a

could also be gathered by means of an open forum discussion

large group of sole practitioners working in the Edinburgh Chapter

workshop. On this basis, I wrote to Stewart Henderson PRIAS on

area and a useful paper prepared by Dr Richard Atkins, who attended

20th September 2017 to propose this approach, suggested the other

our workshop, on the Governance and decision-making process at the

Chapters may also want to do the same and to ask for an extension

RIAS.

period to the feedback deadline. Stewart responded positively and

The workshop participants were a very diverse group and

supported the suggestion for Chapter-based workshops and an

together produced a substantial contribution to the debate around

extension to the feedback period was granted.

the future direction of the RIAS. Many participants felt that this should

A consultative workshop was held by the Edinburgh Architectural

be the start of the process of reform and change and that more

Association on 8th November with 43 people attending. A

workshops of this nature should be held, to establish the views of the

fundamental objective of the workshop was to ensure that all present

membership on the future direction of the Incorporation.

could be active contributors to the event and that participants set the
themes for discussion. As the workshop had over 40 participants, a
‘town hall’ style meeting would not have ensured all voices might have
the opportunity to be heard.
The workshop began with an introduction to the draft Strategy
Document by the report’s author Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon FRIAS

Finally, I’ll leave you with a quote received from one of the
workshop participants:
“...what I found particularly striking at the workshop was the
number of young and engaged practitioners who were clearly
interested in becoming involved in a reformed organisation and
contribute to the growth and progression or architecture in Scotland.”

who set out her terms of reference, the content of the report and the
feedback she had received to date. The main body of the workshop
then followed three main stages; mainly collecting themes from the
room for discussion, round table debate, then reporting of the group

Julie Wilson RIAS

discussions.
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Glasgow

Ruins Studio – Interior

November is the busiest month in the GIA calendar and also holds

GIA Dinner 2017

There were six awards in the main categories along with six

one of the highlights. The GIA Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony

commendations and two special awards for conservation and ‘Wood

was held in the spectacular setting of Oran Mor, a converted church in

for Good’. The supreme award went again to a residential project:

Glasgow’s West End. Here almost 200 Chapter members, guests and

The Ruins Studio by Lily Jencks Studio working with Nathanial Dorent

sponsors gathered together under Alasdair Gray’s beautiful painted

and Savills. This unique project evolved from the derelict ruins of a

ceiling for an evening of entertainment and celebration.

small 19th century farm with an innovative adaptation of one of the

In the run up to this event there was an incredible amount of work

ruined stone buildings to involving the insertion of a contemporary

put in by the GIA Council and others, not only organising the event,

EPDM clad structure. The judges described this as appearing to be a

but also in the judging process of the awards. This year there were

simple black house typology set amongst stone fragments of a former

61 entries, a 17% rise on last year, which is a great expression of the

building with contrasting internal spaces which were a tour de force

enthusiasm and quality of architectural practices and projects during

through fluid folding forms, creating a rich series of organic spaces

the last year.

which evoked a sentiment of surprise and awe shared by all the

During the judging process, a team for each category; education,
health, small works, office/commercial/industrial/retail and leisure/

judges.
All of the winners and entrants can be seen at www.gia-org-uk.

arts; travelled up and down the country from Wick in the north to the

squarespace.com and, as usual, we hope to get the architects of the

countryside of Dumfrieshire in the south to look at buildings ranging

projects to talk at the start of our next CPD series in the autumn.

from small house extensions to 100,000 sq ft grade A office space.

On a smaller scale to the dinner, but no less exciting, the second of

Team representatives then convened to work their way through what

our discussion and social events called PaperCUT was held at the end

was a tough shortlist, with much discussion and some argument all

of November. Each event featured presentations by guest speakers

marshalled by our impartial head judge, Keith Williams. Keith is founder

followed by a group discussion with a different architectural practice

of and Director of Design at Keith Williams Architects and is, by

hosting each time and setting a theme related to the creative design

reputation, one of the UK’s leading architects. He works internationally

process. November was based on ‘procurement’, speakers included

on major civic, arts, masterplan and development projects and is

Malcolm Fraser and last year’s GIA Supreme Award winner Ann Nisbet.

recipient of more than 40 major design and construction awards with
projects including The Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury and Athlone Civic
Centre. He has lectured extensively, has judged numerous architectural
competitions and awards schemes and is Distinguished Honorary
Professor of Architecture at Zhengzhou University, China as well as

Tim Gray RIAS

current Chair of the Civic Trust Awards National Panel.

President GIA
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Inverness

Rainbows’ End, Skelbo Street, Dornoc

Talla na Mara, Horgabost. Client: West Harris Trust

The IAA CPD Convention which was held at the Carnegie Hall in

opportunity to give short presentations that demonstrate what

Clashmore on Friday 3rd November was well attended by over 50

can be achieved through a system of digital knowledge sharing and

delegates who were treated to four excellent presentations from

collaboration. We are endeavouring to have the meetings Webcast and

Donald Canavan, Carbon Dynamic, Mike Towers and Richard Murphy.

will issue weblinks accordingly for a truly regional and digital occasion!

The IAA would like to thank Stewart Henderson PRIAS for giving an
opening address.
As part of this event the Chapter would like to thank the Forestry

Looking ahead, the Highlands and Islands Traditional Building
Forum are continuing their great work in promoting the conservation
of our built heritage. Organisation of their annual conference is well

Commission for the President’s Timber Award which was presented to

underway. The next conference will take place on 21st September 2018

Blueprint Architecture for the project Rainbows’ End.

and will look closely at the latest updates on skills and the specification

The overall quality and effort behind the projects put forward for
the President’s Award is worthy of recognition and will feature within

of traditional materials. Mark this event in your diary now.
2018 is also the year of the IAA’s major biennial Convention and

the Chapter’s upgraded presence online; this involves updating the

Awards for Architecture, held in November. This is resource intensive.

website and establishing a base on social media to facilitate contact

Accordingly, the Chapter’s participation in any planned 2018 Festival of

and raise the profile of members and the profession, all enabled

Architecture will be limited to liaison and hosting any nationally toured

through valued part time assistance from Sharon Green.

exhibits or events, possibly a rerun of our successful ‘Sketchiness’

The IAA launched the regional BIM Group North in December

drawing event and, depending on finance, a new photographic

2017 at Eden Court. This was the first of planned ongoing monthly

exhibition, ‘Ma Hoose’ exploring the relationship between people and

meetings to collectively discuss and evolve the application of Building

their homes.

Information Modelling (BIM) in the Highlands & Islands and Moray

The last six months as President has involved a lot of travel within

regions. Each month it is proposed that short, engaging presentations

the Highlands and Islands and during this time I have become more

and discussions take place on BIM. This new group is being formed

aware of the efforts and challenges faced by Chapter members as

to accommodate people interested in BIM from wide ranging areas of

illustrated through the efforts of Rural Design Architects.

the construction industry, no matter what segment they are in or what
software they use.
The first meeting included a presentation given by Nicola
Jackson – Group Convenor + Technical Manager at Robertson

Neil Ferguson RIAS

Timber Engineering. Going forwards, group members will have the

President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling

Stirling Castle

On 16th November, our Chapter held its AGM which was followed by

conflict resolution, time management, etc. Architects suffering from

an afternoon of CPD.

too much stress or depression often think that they are alone but they

The President of RIAS, Stewart Henderson, introduced the
afternoon with a description of how RIAS HQ is structured and some
of the areas that need to be modernised. He also gave an update on
what is happening at the RIAS.
This was followed by a very useful talk by Mike Towers who

are not. They should seek help: talk to their friends and relatives and if
that does not help, get counselling.
The next presentation was by John Russell of Russwood. He
showed us new products to treat wood and new ways of fixing timber
boards and beams. It ended with an inspiring talk by Adam Prickleton

explained how the new 2018 series of Letters of Appointment are

of Michael Laird Architects who described the design concept applied

designed and why. He reminded us that the ARB expects architects to

to the City of Glasgow College. The project was a joint venture

use the official forms and that architects can be struck off the register

between Reiach and Hall Architects and Michael Laird Architects.

if they use inadequate self-made documents.
Dr Vivien Swanson talked about stress in the workplace, stress is a
good thing: it prompts people to achieve and we all have experienced
that positive buzz. However, if it goes out of control, it has negative

The Chapter Committee is busy preparing a year full of activities in
2018. We are currently planning a new series of CPD lectures and site
visits. There will be social events and we plan to upgrade the website.
The Stirling Society of Architects Awards 2018 will be launched in

consequences. Faced with difficult professional circumstances, the

early 2018, with applications to be submitted electronically by Monday

level of stress can increase leading to exhaustion, anxiety, depression,

2nd April. The Awards presentation will take place in June.

anger, possibly guilt/ shame. This has a bad impact on physical health

There will be several categories of entries but the buildings must

and on the ability to work efficiently. People’s response when under

be located in the area covered by the Stirling Chapter, or it can be

high level of stress makes it worse: bad habits appear, like over-eating

a building outside the Chapter area if it was designed by a Stirling

or not eating enough, increasing intake of junk food. People tend to

Chapter based practice.

drink more alcohol, smoke more, sleep poorly. They do not find the

Finally, the Chapter sends delegates to all Committees at the RIAS

time to exercise and become isolated as they reduce the time spent

in Edinburgh. Any member of our Chapter who would like a point to

with their friends and family. All this does not help.

be raised should contact me or a member of the Committee and we

She explained how a healthy lifestyle can help matters: good

will follow up your idea.

sleeping habits, a balanced diet, short periods of relaxation and regular
exercise. It also helps to respond in a positive manner if a difficult

Liliane McGeoch FRIAS

situation occurs. They are techniques that can help architects with

President SSA
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Chartered Architect
Membership Report
The following deaths were
reported with regret:

Malcolm Scott Webster rias
Peter Redmayne Wigglesworth

Elections to Student
Membership:

rias
Ian McKerron Begg frias

Joyce Kathleen Wighton rias

Alison Jane Blamire rias
George Scott Calder rias
James Edward Colin Campbell

Transfers to Retired
Fellowship approved:

rias

Yolvoz Nedelchev
Shiwen Ng
Ayo-Oluwakitan Teniola

Johanna Alex

Oluwaleimu

Alyth Mary Airlie

Sean O’Tiarnaigh

Tala Al-Remal

Niall Penman

Himat Singh Athwal

Martyna Przybolewska

Matthew Peter Beresford

Cameron Quate

John Ernest Gibbons rias

Iain Macrae frias

Rachana Bhor

Taylor Ramsay

lyndall Elizabeth Marion Leet

Roy Alistair MacLachlan frias

Katherine Black

Louise Janne M San Luis

frias

John Harvey McLaren frias

Brooke Boyle

Pamela Sanderson

Leslie Douglas Mitchell rias

Hector William Morrison frias

Tung Son Cao

Laura Scott

Ching-Yan Chan

Eleanor Rose Scott

Emilia Shaghagheg Chegini

Joseph Ivan Siebenaler

Blair David Christie

Jareth Narong Sigat

Rebekka Dick

Harriet Georgia Smith

Joshua William Rushton

Robbie Steggles

Ian Martin Will frias

Resignations reported:

Reinstatements to full
Membership:

Kerry Ann Acheson

Judy Buchanan Carter rias riba

Angus Alston Arbuckle

Alfred Malocco rias

Dickson

Saoirse Marie Stenhouse

Samuel Foster

George Carswell Skinner rias

Charles Henry Dunn

Lorna Grace Stevenson

Irene Louise Catherine Matheson

riba

Kirsty Elliott

Dingxiang Su

Daniel Danailov Georgiev

Cara Thom

Kathryn Anne Hardman

Raina Tini

Elizabeth Harper

Konrad Tomczyk

Bethany Mary Harrison

Doroteya Vladimirova

Kenzie Harrison

Trifonova

Mitchell Harvey

Stuart William Waitt

Ronja Marie-Louise Hom

Frederik Walkden

Cheryl Hui

Natasha Whitehall

Quita Hynd

Jade Wilkie

Patrick Davies

Lynsey Isles

Chan Yuk Ying

Lynne Fenton

Harriet Jamieson

Vsevolod Yurchenko

Robert Edward Marshall

Matt Fleming

Arielle Rose Khosla

Abbott rias

Ian Gaffney

Magda Janina Kilijanek

William Ninian Allan rias

Grant Herron

Elsa Konkk

Michael Edwards Davidson

Dilveer Kaur Hoonjan

Nikolaos Lagarias

rias

Claire Longridge

Eunice Valerie Ong Lim

Stuart G Bryson rias riba

Ted Fletcher rias

Andrew Robin Donald

Kieran Lindsay

Drew Carr rias riba

Michael James Goudie rias

MacLennan

Ailie Maconochie

Kirsty Craig rias

Gerald Augustyn Grzywa rias

Shona MacVicar

Euan McCulloch

Joelle Darby rias riba

Brian Charles Hammond rias

Kieran McSherry

Michael McKernan

Katrina Helen Denholm rias

David Samuel Hogg rias

Marina Petropoulou

Sofie Malmborg

Alex Flower rias riba

James Williams Graham

David James Gordon Scott

Lee Ann McIlroy

Kris Grant rias

Johnston rias

David Sheridan

Andrew John McKay

Robert John Hebblethwaite

Donald MacLean rias

Kenneth Alastair Stone

Yu Mei

rias riba

Malcolm Campbell Munro rias

Chit Yeung Mok

Sean L Kinnear rias riba

Brian John Murray rias

Todd Moir

Chi Ho Lee rias riba

Derek Thorburn rias

Andrew Mowatt

Rosalind Love rias riba

Craig K Tait
Philip Walker

Elections to Affiliate
Membership:

Removals reported:
Elena Shepeleva
Timothy Blathwayt
Euan Charles Millar

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:
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Elections to Associate
Membership:

Elections to Chartered
Membership:
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Honorary Fellowships
Graeme Werner Martinow rias
riba
Steven McKenna rias
Matthew McTurk rias riba
Leanne Mills rias riba
Michael Patrick Edward Mullen
rias riba
Benjamin James Pickersgill rias
riba

RIAS Chapters

Henry Sanders rias riba
Ferruccio Seguino rias

Aberdeen

Simon Alexander Slater rias

Dundee

riba

Edinburgh

Amy Bradley Smith rias riba
Alan Stewart rias riba

Glasgow

Michael Edward Arthur

Inverness

Williams rias riba

Stirling
Outwith

Elections to Fellowship:

John Cole CBE
John Cole, an architect and health design champion, is an honorary
professor at the School of Planning, Architecture and Civil Engineering,
Queen’s University Belfast. John retired in June 2013 from the role
of Deputy Secretary and Chief Estates Officer at Northern Ireland’s
Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety (2008-2013),
having previously acted as Chief Executive of the Health Estates

Robert Roger Alexander frias

RIAS Membership
Categories

Agency (2003-2008).
During that period, John was responsible for the oversight and
implementation of in excess of £3 billion of capital expenditure,

Associate

covering the full range of health and social care facilities – from major

Graduates/ pre-part III

regional centres of excellence and new acute hospitals, to community

Affiliate

hospitals, mental health facilities and primary and community health

Interest in architectural

buildings.

profession

John is currently procurement champion for RIBA and was

Students

IMPACT assessor in REF2014. John’s involvement at Queen’s Belfast

Student of architecture

will strengthen that school’s expertise in healthcare design and

Academic

procurement systems that support design quality across public-sector

Architects working in full time

buildings. John’s inaugural professorial lecture, ‘Architecture: the art of

education

healing’, was given on 19 November 2014.

Chartered

In 2016 John chaired the independent inquiry into Edinburgh’s

Fully qualified ARB Registered

school closures. The publication of that report in early 2017 has

architects

prompted a significant review of how we procure Scotland’s public

Fellow

estate.

Highest level of RIAS

From 2008 to 2012, John was chairman of the European Health

Membership

Property Network, and in 2013, the Queen appointed him as a

Hon Fellow

Commander of the British Empire (CBE) for his unique and invaluable

Person of distinction nominated

contribution to the development of health infrastructure.

by the Incorporation’s members

Charlene Rankin

Retired

John Cole is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary Fellowship for his

Retired from architecture and

contribution to the public health estate and his outstanding endeavours

employment

in improving the built environment.

Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy Support
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Sound
Performance

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
Independent testing proves SpaceJoist
is the first open web joist delivering
outstanding acoustic performance
to achieve Scottish Building Regulation
Gold Standard for noise separation
(domestic) non-separating floors.
Design professionals, clients and constructors
can now select SpaceJoist when they
wish to achieve enhanced upper levels
of sustainability standards.

Spacejoist depth
(mm)

Scotland Requirements for
noise separation (domestic)
non-separating floors

Floor build-up

Bronze
- 43dB

219

22mm chipboard on SpaceJoist at
600mm centres lined to the underside
with 15mm gypsum wallboard

254

22mm chipboard on SpaceJoist at
600mm centres lined to the underside
with 15mm gypsum wallboard

254

22mm chipboard on SpaceJoist at 600mm
centres, 100mm Rockwool insulation laid
between joists, lined to the underside with 15mm
gypsum wall board

254

Silver
- 44dB

Gold
- 45dB

22mm chipboard on SpaceJoist at
600mm centres, British Gypsum RB1
resilient bars at 400mm centres
perpendicular to joists, lined to the
underside with 15mm gypsum wallboard

For further details please contact ITW Offsite Construction on 01592 777570, option 4.

ALPINE

www.itwcp-offsite.co.uk
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Chartered Architect
Council Report
december 2017

President’s Diary

Council duly elected Stewart Henderson for his second year as
President and thanked him for his continued efforts in steering the
Incorporation during the last year.
Council adopted the Management Accounts up to the end of
September 2017, predicting a net deficit of £57,185 compared to the
budgeted surplus of £9,214 – an overall adverse variance of £66,399.
The deficit relates to expenditure not included in the budget. Council
DIA Awards 2017
© Dundee Institute of Architects

also agreed to retrospectively approve the accounts for 2016 as
submitted to OSCR.
The Membership Report was noted, with 8 deaths, 2 removals, 6
resignations, 16 transfers to Retired, 4 transfers to Retired Fellowship,

september

7 reinstatements, 72 elections to Student Membership, 14 elections to
Associate Membership, 23 elections to Membership, 1 nomination to
Fellowship and 2 nominations to Honorary Fellowship.

19

RIAS Fellows Reception / Edinburgh

21

Cross Party Group Meeting (Grenfell) / Edinburgh

26

Gave a talk to student at ESALA / Edinburgh

including the appointment of Governance and Finance Committees

27

RIBA Council Induction / London

with immediate effect. Karen Anderson FRIAS will Chair the

28

RIBA Council / London

governance committee and will be joined by other council members

october
04

Council agreed improvements to RIAS governance arrangements

and specialist advisors. These nominations and the finance committee
arrangements will be put in place for the New Year. Both of these

The Secretary and President met with Karen Anderson and

new committees will report to Council and will operate on interim

Jim MacDonald, A&DS / Edinburgh

arrangements pending the much-welcomed governance reviews.
Council welcomed the responses to the RIAS Strategy received

november

from the Chapters after their workshop events. This feedback will be

03

Attended and addressed the IAA CPD Event / Dornoch

used to inform a memberships survey, proposed for the New Year and

07

Special Council Meeting / Edinburgh

will help establish a new strategy in 2018.

07

RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award

08

Council approved updated arrangements for RIAS Services Ltd

Ceremony / Edinburgh

and welcomed a newly formed Board of Directors drawn from Council

The Secretary and President met with Andy Leitch Hon

Trustees.

FRIAS, Forestry Commission Scotland

Council has asked for a refresh of the arrangements for this year’s

08

Scottish Awards for Quality in Planning / Edinburgh

Festival of Architecture and that the membership should be consulted

16

Attended and addressed the Stirling Chapter AGM / Stirling

on the scale/format for future years of the Festival.

16

Attended the DIA Dinner / Dundee

Council agreed to refresh awards and competitions. They approved

22

RIAS President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh

the proposal to bring the RIAS Awards more inline with the RIBA Awards,

23

Attended ICE Scotland Annual Dinner / Glasgow

therefore launching the awards on the same day as RIBA launches its

27

Met with RIAS Legal Advisor and Mike Towers to discuss RIAS

awards, revising the fee scale (including an early bird discount) and

Insurance Services / Edinburgh

allowing re-submission to both the RIAS and RIBA Awards (only once).

27

Met with John Cole Hon FRIAS to discuss procurement /
Edinburgh

december
03

Represented the Incorporation at the Festival of St Andrew
/ Edinburgh

The RIAS are closely involved in current discussions and initiatives
relating to Building Standards and Procurement improvements.
Council noted the updates and welcomed the significant progress
that has been made that will bring improvements that would benefit
members and the construction industry.
Council approved the Committee Schedule for 2018 which will include

06

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

quarterly meetings of Council and the Presidents Policy Committee as

07

Attended conference on Housing in Scotland / Edinburgh

well as specialist committees including Practice, Contracts etc.

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Karen Stevenson

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

Acting Secretary / Director of Policy and Development
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Obituaries
Alison Blamire RIAS
10 May 1951 to 13 October 2017

Alison Blamire was a well-known and highly

Catherine Maciver. She and her brothers

accomplished architect, teacher and artist.

Peter, Neil and Robbie were brought up in

fuelled by innate curiosity. An active member

In 1981 when she and husband Alistair set up

the family home in Edinburgh, in a house

of both the Parent Teacher Associations at

their Edinburgh practice, Arcade Architects,

designed and built by her father. Partly

Stockbridge Primary School and Broughton

she was one of only a few female principals

inspired by her father and her mother, who

High School, she enjoyed the cinema, theatre,

in private practice at the time. Together they

was an artist, she opted to study architecture.

gym, dance shows and attending lectures on

successfully ran the company for over thirty

In 1969 she met Alistair, a fellow student

Alison’s interests were many and varied,

different topics. Once an issue caught her

years, winning awards for various Edinburgh

and international runner. They married in

interest, she pursued it zealously to the point

projects including Lyne Street flats, The

Edinburgh in 1976 and had two children, Will

of acquiring expertise in it.

Mossman Houses and Flora Stevenson’s

and Lois.

Nursery School.
She was also Secretary for the Saltire

One example of that was her passion for

Her architectural studies were

The Causey, an urban realm project next to

undertaken at Edinburgh College of Art

her practice’s office in West Crosscauseway.
Latterly she became more involved

Society Housing Awards, an original Board

and the ‘Mac’ where she graduated in 1976.

Member of Architecture and Design Scotland,

Initially joining Gillespie, Kidd and Coia

in screen printing and painting, exhibiting

the body responsible for implementing the

which was run by two of her most influential

at the Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh

Scottish Government’s Policy for Architecture

teachers, Professor Andy Macmillan and Isi

Printmakers and St. Columba’s Hospice

and Place and was an external examiner for

Metzstein. While there she was involved

among other venues.

the Architects’ Professional Examination

in the practice’s last major work, Robinson

She was widely admired and liked for her

Authority in Scotland. Over twenty years she

College in Cambridge. Alison also spent a

professionalism, engaging personality and

taught architecture full and part time at the

period working in Edinburgh for another

commitment to whatever she took on.

Mackintosh School of Architecture at the

influential figure, Nicholas Grove-Raines,

Glasgow School of Art where she was highly

before completing a Master’s degree at the

regarded.

University of Oregon in Eugene. Once back in

Alison was the eldest of four children
born to Stuart Harris, architect, and his wife

92

Scotland she combined teaching in Glasgow
with her work at Arcade.

She is survived by her husband, children
and brothers.

Obituary adapted from The Herald obituary
by Jack Davidson and supplied by the family
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Scott Calder RIAS

Dr John Gibbons CBE RIAS

2 July 1938 to 6 September 2017

20 April 1940 to 23 October 2017
ladies from all over the Central Belt – to the
bemusement of the Student Union janitor”
In his youth, he was involved with the
Scout Movement and the 10 elements of the
scout law guided him throughout his life.
Work experience in London gave him the
opportunity to work with Dennis Lennon,
BDP and Sir Donald Insall. Later he moved
to Newcastle to work with the great Danish
architect, Professor Arne Jacobsen. On
Jacobsen’s death he moved to Jamaica for two
years to work on a huge waterfront scheme
in Kingston with Robertson Ward Associates.
However, the time came for settling
down, so he and his family made their way to

Born in 1940, John was educated at Oldbury

Glasgow where he worked with Jack Notman

Grammar School, then at Birmingham School

and later opened his own office. During

of Architecture between 1957 and 1962,

this time, he designed the airport terminal

receiving his PhD from the University of

on Barra; an island he visited with great joy;

Edinburgh in 1972.

especially the plane landing on the beach.
Born in 1938, Scott had three younger

In the recession of the 1970s, the family

He married Pat Mitchell in 1962 and they
had a son, in 1963 who sadly died in 1999, and
two daughters, born in 1964 and in 1967.

brothers and an elder sister. He studied

moved to the Thames Valley Golden Triangle

at Greenock Academy and then Glasgow

and to Barton Willmore where he enjoyed the

Academy. At school, he won many trophies

rest of his working life, firstly as an Associate

time, along with his family, to renovate a

for athletics and become vice-captain of the

and then a Director in later years. Scott was

late C17 Scottish tower house. He was also

school Rugby team; representing Glasgow

considered the “in house expert” on golf

very close to his wider family, including his

Academicals. He was selected at District

course design.

surviving sister Peggy and brother Paul and

level to play for Glasgow against the North of

Scott was highly respected and loved by

Scotland and for the famous inter-city match

many people from very different disciplines

against Edinburgh.

and aspects of life. So many say “he was a

Growing up as a “Son of the Clergy”, Scott
enjoyed singing in the church choir; instilling
in him, a lifelong love of music which was

true gentleman”.
Scott is survived by his wife Julia and sons
Duncan and Dug.

Alongside his professional life John found

also with special friends he made over the
years.
He spent his professional years in
England in practice, research and teaching. In
1966, he moved to the Edinburgh University
Architecture Research Unit and subsequently

developed further throughout his life. He

to the Scottish Government (formerly the

was a very sensitive pianist and had great

Scottish Development Department and

pleasure accompanying his wife in her singing

the Scottish Executive). There after various

and playing piano duets with his younger son.

promotions and a twelve month secondment
to the Australian Government, he held the

He went on to study architecture at the

post of Director and Chief Architect, where

University of Strathclyde.

he was responsible for advising the Scottish

A fellow architectural student and friend
said “We managed to attract Buckminster

Government on all aspects of architecture

Fuller as one of the visiting lecturers, who

(including employment of architects and

turned up with his array of American Secret

other building professionals in the civil

Service agents, complete with unexplained

service), building construction, the building

bulges in their armpits! Another was

control system, building procurement and

Henry Russell Hitchcock whose eminence

urban design.
During his years as Chief Architect and

as an architectural historian drew a huge
unexpected audience of fur coated little old

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

Director of Architecture, his contributions
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Obituaries
Judith Pickles RIAS
19 July 1939 to 6 November 2016
and responsibilities included production of

involving two knitting needles, Judith simply

Scotland’s National Policy for Architecture

memorised the details for each construction

2001; and the commissioning and overseeing

method and house-type and the move to

of the Scottish Office Headquarters at

CAD was relatively simple.”
Judith published Housing for Varying

Victoria Quay and the National Museum of

Needs – A Design Guide in 1998 – the national

Scotland.

guide for different levels of disability housing.

From 1998 John worked closely with

She travelled throughout Scotland,

Donald Dewar and Enric Miralles to achieve
the iconic, award winning, and sometimes

often to the new towns, to visit housing

controversial, Scottish Parliament Building.

developments. She carried her expertise
lightly and her own meticulous drawings

John maintained his interest and
involvement in architectural practice and

were hidden away at home and only recently

education through membership of RIAS, RIBA

saw the light of day.
She was a committed member of St

and ARB Councils and Research Committees.
He had friendships and contacts with many

Andrew’s and St George’s church, Edinburgh,

professionals around the world and held

and an elder for many years, acting as session

appointments as external examiner and/

clerk and treasurer. Each year she produced a

or visiting professor at various schools of

plan for the layout of the Christian Aid book

architecture in Scotland and internationally.

Judith’s childhood was the peripatetic

sale so that the weight of the books did not

His responsibilities took him to a variety

service life of an RAF family. Following school

stress the joists.

of countries, in pursuit of inspiration and

in Darlington, she studied at the University

The panel depicting the church worked

best practice for the buildings he was

of Durham. She then came to Edinburgh to

on by a group for the Great Tapestry of

commissioning and overseeing, and as

work with Miller Homes, Alison & Hutchison

Scotland was ‘tweaked’ by her before she

an international ambassador for Scottish

& Partners and then later moved to the

contributed her own stitches.

architecture. On one occasion after criticism

Scottish Special Housing Association (SSHA)

by a vocal SNP MSP he described himself as
‘proud to consider myself a Scot by choice’.

for the remainder of her career.
Former colleague at SSHA, A. Hunter

She used her architectural skills to the
benefit of the wider world as well. For a time
she was on the board of St George’s School

Cairns FRIAS, recalls that he has “never had

and advised both the Eildon, and Abbeyfield,

Doctorate from University of Central England

a more hard-working, consciousness, loyal

Housing Associations.

in 1999 and a CBE in 2000.

colleague, than Judith.” First meeting when

John was awarded an Honorary

Judith enjoyed music, was an expert

she attended her interview, he immediately

dressmaker, knowledgeable gardener

two years in 2002 to continue his oversight of

had no doubt that Judith would be an

and travelled extensively. She left a

the Scottish Parliament Building. Thereafter

extremely useful member of staff and they

comprehensive list, dating from age 7, of

he was appointed Consultant Architectural

settled down to the burden of work before

places she had visited. The only major

Advisor to Scottish Government until

them (which was considerable) with alacrity.

omissions are South America and the Polar

He goes on to recall that “although a

Regions. Hers were not holidays for sitting

On retiring, John was reappointed for

completion of the Parliament building in
2004.
In his later life John had two objectives;

convinced spinster, Judith was not a ‘prim
and proper’ lady…her worldly wisdom

to ensure the successful completion of the

even extended to offering the ultimate

Scottish Parliament and to enjoy time with his

improvisation when my (new) car’s fan-belt

family – especially his five grandchildren.

was slipping. I was able to nurse the car to a

Following retirement, his long-standing

filling station on the edge of the next town,

illness became more severe and he eventually

where they had a spare (fan-belt not pair of

moved to a nursing home where he received

tights).”

excellent specialist care. He is survived by his
wife and two daughters.
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Judith is survived by a nephew,
Colin.

“The multi construction system nearly
proved my Department’s undoing, but
Judith came to the rescue again. While

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

around – too much to explore.

I was perfecting a method of selection

Obituary supplied by Clephane Hume with
reflections from Judith’s former colleague, A.
Hunter Cairns FRIAS
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Ian Martin Will FRIAS
7 July 1936 to October 2017
Born in 1936, Ian attended Jordanhill School
where he was Captain from 1953-54 and
one of only 48 boys from UK Grammar
Schools to be selected as a Rhodes Scholar
involving a six-week cultural trip to Montreal.
In 1954, he embarked on his studies in
architecture at Glasgow School of Art (GSA),
transferring in 1957 to the full-time course at
the Royal College of Science and Technology
(University of Strathclyde). He excelled;
winning the Silver Medal, the RIAS Rutland
Prize and the Sir John Burnet Prize.
On graduation, he worked as a postgraduate assistant at the Architecture Unit
of the University of Edinburgh. Following a
period with Keppie Henderson & Partners,
he went into partnership with Bill Greenock,
forming Greenock & Will. Ian was also
involved in architectural education as a
part-time studio teacher and acting as an
External Examiner at the Mackintosh School
of Architecture.
In 1990 he established I.M. Will

Ian’s hobbies included music and
sport. He was a lead baritone in his School

Associates. Greenock & Will’s commissions

production of Gilbert & Sullivan and with

were for a wide variety of clients. A powerful

the Glasgow Grand Opera Society in the

contribution to central Glasgow was the

1960s. During a ‘grand tour’ of Europe in

Westergate Building at the junction of Hope

1958 he auditioned on the stage of La Scala,

Street with Argyle Street built in the mid-

Milan. In the 1970s, he became a member of

80s. The practice also worked in Africa and

Ye Cronies.

the Middle East. Even designing a palace in
Oman.
With a lifelong interest in Finnish

A keen sportsman, Ian played rugby for
the 1st XV at school and was captain of the 1st
cricket team. He continued to play rugby with

architecture and design, his thesis was on

until his early 30s. He sailed yachts on the

timber as a structural medium in Finland.

Clyde and Solent and was a crew member

He visited the country as a student, greatly

on the winning boat Glencora in the 1977

admiring the work of Alvar Aalto. He enjoyed

Blue Water Trophy Race from Loch Ryan to

the challenge of private house commissions

Benodet in Brittany. For the last 26 years he

and incorporated design features learned

was a member of Prestwick Golf Club and an

from his time in Finland.

active participant in all competitions. Nearing

Ian had many other interests. He was a

retirement, Ian and his wife set up a golf tour

Liberal Party candidate in the Kilmarnock and

company organising travel for American

Greenock constituencies in 1964 and 1966,

visitors to the UK and Ireland.

a Party Housing Spokesman from 1964 – 66
and he was Deacon of the Incorporation of

He is survived by his wife, Julie, his three
children and five grandchildren.

Masons of Glasgow in 1988 – 89. He also
became a member of the Order of St John in
1988.

Obituary kindly provided by Ian’s wife Julie
and Frank A Walker FRIAS

Obituaries which are read out
at RIAS Council are published
in RIAS Quarterly
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Senior Management

Staff

Karen Stevenson
Acting Secretary / Director of
Policy and Development

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Jennifer Bamford
Archive/Secretary’s Office
Assistant p/t

karen.stevenson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2017. Required to deliver
a range of policy and outreach
projects to RIAS members, external
stakeholders and the public, including
architecture awards, CPD seminars
and events, alongside production of
the new, annual, month-long, Festival
of Architecture.

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management
of the Secretary’s and President’s
offices, oversight of communications
and events, administration of PPC
and Council, research, Editor of
RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of RIAS
communications, events and awards.

Joined: February 2017. Key roles
include organising and cataloguing
the RIAS archive, supporting the
Senior Manager of the Secretary’s
Office with day to day tasks, assisting
other departments when required
and Reception/Bookshop duties.

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

Valérie Decker
Communications and Events
Assistant/Festivals Assistant

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.
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mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS
Practice and other committees and
production of quarterly Practice
Information, legal and contractual
queries, maintaining the RIAS suite
of Standard Forms, managing
dispute resolution expert panels,
management of conservation and
sustainability accreditation.

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Festival of
Architecture co-ordination, event
management, awards co-ordination,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring. Responsible for updates
to the Online Directory.

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t
bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator
edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.
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Staff continued

Consultants and Advisors

Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events.

jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly and the
RIAS website.

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy Support

Jenni Shanks
Manager: RIAS Consultancy p/t

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: Strategy p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’ data,
RIAS Consultancy, Architect in the
Hoose (charity fundraising campaign),
RIAS Clients Advisory Service and
RIAS website and social media.

jenni.shanks@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 2017. Management
of RIAS Consultancy and all
aspects relating to the competitive
selection of architects and design
teams. Deals with procurement
issues for architects and promotes
the improvement of architectural
procurement processes within the
industry.

Lena Sideri
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2016. Dealing
with incoming calls, meeting and
greeting, opening and logging mail
for distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of strategy review and producing
new corporate strategy for 20172022.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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Part of the fabric of Scotland

Saint-Gobain has a strong presence in Scotland, steeped with
history and experience, having specified product
solutions for many iconic projects.
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes
construction materials and solutions, which are key ingredients
in the wellbeing of each of us - creating great places to live,
work or play and improving daily life.
Contact Stuart.Mckill@saint-gobain.com or visit
www.saint-gobain.scot for more information
Photo by Martin Lambie
Dunfermline Carnegie Library and Galleries
Winner of the RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland 2017
Architects: Richard Murphy Architects.
Timber supplied by International Timber. Partition and lining systems by British Gypsum

SAINT-GOBAIN

SAINT-GOBAIN

www.facebook.com/Saint-GobainUKandIreland

www.youtube.com/SaintGobainUKandI

www.twitter.com/SaintGobainUK

SPONSOR

Professional Indemnity Insurance

PROTECTING YOUR
EXPERTISE FOR OVER
30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
KEVIN ANDERSON
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House
30 Queensferry Road
Edinburgh, EH4 2HS
+44 (0)1313 114 106
kevin.anderson2@marsh.com
RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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